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Are you looking for a new glass
offering or framing system–or more?
Turn to page 26 for our annual,
expansive guide to the newest
products on the market.

How Far We’ve Come

Norm Nitschke, Robert Brown and
Stanley Joehlin recall the early history
of the Glass Tempering Association,
the predecessor of the present-day
Tempering Division of the Glass
Association of North America, as well
as the beginning of the Safety Glazing
Certification Council.
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Size Matters

This issue features our annual Guide
to New Products, which includes
products from a range of suppliers,
including (clockwise from top): JE
Berkowitz LP; Sevasa; Western
Window Systems; Thermal
Windows; Cardinal Shower
Enclosures; and EFCO Corp. Turn to
page 26 for the full guide.

From big jobs to small, they all pretty
much need glass and architects are
finding new products and technologies
are key to their current designs.

Decorative glass doesn’t have to be of a
huge scale to make an impact. Here we
take a look at two projects, each smallscale, but with lasting impressions.
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process for customer-focused solutions in extruded aluminum.
Sapa innovation turns visions into leading commercial building and construction products
with advanced engineering, technical competencies and unprecedented resources.
• Operations in 30 countries /16 locations in North America
• Unmatched capacity and product capabilities
• World class technical and design assistance
• Service and integrated logistics focused on you

Profiles Engineered for Your Success
From window and door framing systems and components, to storefront systems
and curtainwall components Sapa ALUMINOLOGYSM means finding answers to
today’s toughest design challenges.

One Company, One Call, Unlimited Solutions
877-710-Sapa | www.sapagroup.com/NA
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Insulating Comes of Age

A

nyone who has any doubt the ’10s will be the decade of insulating glass did
not get to hear Mike McHugh’s excellent recent presentation about the future of insulating glass. McHugh, president of Integrated Automation Systems, gave one of those clichéd presentations during the recent Glass Processing
Automation Days event, organized by Fenetech, in Cleveland in June.
I say clichéd presentation because you could describe it as an eye-popping
and head-jerking seminar along with every other jaw-dropping cliché you could
imagine and that still wouldn’t do it justice. And, yes, you could hear a pin drop
throughout the whole thing. No one left, let alone even stood up. Nary a Blackberry nor iPhone was checked during the entire presentation.
That’s because McHugh, in cooperation with Quanex, did quite a bit of modeling using different types of insulating glass units (IGUs) with varying characteristics. They varied a number of factors including ones you would expect
such as number of lites, IG unit thickness, type of airspace fill (argon, krypton,
air, etc.), types of glass including hard and/or softcoat low-E, the number of
surfaces coated, and the edge effect of the spacer. Then they went further and
added a number of additional, less usual variants such as the amount of silver
coating (one, two or three) and which surfaces were coated (including Surface
No. 4 in doubles and Surface No. 6 in triples).
But they weren’t done yet because they also modeled a number of “asymmetrical” triple-pane units, which had different thicknesses of space between
the first and second lites and the second and third. And they didn’t assume just
one fill either; varying percentages of argon, krypton and air were used in each.
Finally, and this truly is the pièce de résistance, they figured out both the cost
to make each unit and the Energy Star rating it would receive. The result is a
roadmap of how much it costs to achieve better R-values. Some relatively inexpensive upgrades can better the R-value by 2 or 3 points, while other more costly
ones might yield just another point.

This is one of several sample charts McHugh provided. Look for more in the
August issue of USGlass. You can view the full white paper at
http://deblog.usglassmag.com

It’s a fascinating look at the future of insulating glass. If last decade was the
decade that low-E came of age, one look at McHugh’s work will show you why this
decade belongs to insulating.
—Deb
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Glass that restricts fire.
Not design.

AGC FIRE-RATED SOLUTIONS
Fire-rated glazing and framing options from AGC offer the protection and code
compliance your project demands—as well as the ability to bring inspired designs to life.
Ratings of up to 180 minutes can be achieved with glass that is wireless, colorless, and
distortion free. So you can be sure your design vision will always come through.
Visit firesafe-glass.com or call 877-376-3343 to learn more.
us.agc.com
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GANAPerspectives

Get Ready

T

GANA Fall Conference Offers Opportunities

by Ashley M. Charest

he Glass Association of North
America’s (GANA) Fall Conference has long been seen in the industry as the primary opportunity for
creating helpful tools and documents
and tackling the major issues facing
fabricators, manufacturers and installers of commercial glazing in North
America. GANA has been working
proactively this past year to increase
those opportunities by adding exciting
lunch speakers, increasing the working
items for each committee meeting at
the event, and more.

TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW
“The best technical minds in the
glass and glazing industry come together in September at GANA’s Fall
Conference in Chicago,” says GANA’s
president, Jay Phillips of Guardian Industries Corp. “These working meetings define our industry standards and
provide recommendations for the appropriate use of glass to the design and
construction communities.”
Leading the group of speakers who
add to the already high-energy nature of
the meeting is Nick Bagatelos, founder of
Sacramento-based Bagatelos Architectural Glass Systems and BISEM USA,
also based in Sacramento. Bagatelos,
who recently partnered with Guardian
Industries Corp. on a BIPV product that
he is using to actively achieve his goal for
net-zero buildings, appeared at the recent American Institute of Architects
(AIA) annual exposition to discuss his
net-zero goal for all glaziers.
“What we’ve done was brought together a simple multi-trade solution
that brings all the design, electrical, engineering and structural procurement
of all these diverse products,” said
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Bagatelos before the AIA show.“The inverters, the monitoring systems—
everything is in the panels and brought
into one solution that’s simple, so we
can take that solution and send it to any
qualified glazier and these things will

Fall Conference will
include discussions on
Building Enclosure
Commissioning and
what it means for the
industry, ASHRAE 90.1
and ICC code activity
updates, and an ASTM
Standards update.

almost snap together in the field.”
Paul Duffer, an industry consultant
formerly of PPG Industries, has worked
with the International Window Cleaning Association (IWCA) on various
projects and will be discussing soil and
debris commonly found on glass as a
lunch speaker for the Fall Conference.
His presentation comes in the midst of
GANA and IWCA’s ongoing collaborations in preventing scratched glass in
the window cleaning process.
“Many other critical issues will be
discussed, including the appropriate
glass for balconies, realistic daylighting recommendations, life cycle
analysis of glass products and defending the use of glass and glazing
in commercial buildings,” says
Phillips. “By attending Fall Conference, you help shape our industry
and ensure your interests are heard.”

INDUSTRY STATS
Michael Collins,managing director for
Chicago-based Jordan Knauff and Co.’s
building products group, also will be a
speaker at the Fall Conference with discussions on a new GANA-sponsored
market study to quantify the scope of
glass manufacturing and fabrication
within North America down to specific
applications. The primary goal is for
GANA and Collins to conduct the market
study in early 2013 and offer the results to
the industry soon after. At Fall Conference, Collins hopes to firm up specific applications to be included in the study.
In addition to the presentations and
committee work, many other agenda
items add to the importance of the event.
“In addition to the working meetings, Fall
Conference will include discussions on
Building Enclosure Commissioning and
what it means for the industry, ASHRAE
90.1 and ICC code activity updates, and
an ASTM Standards update,” says Urmilla
Sowell, GANA technical director.
Registration for the event is available
online at the GANA website at
www.glasswebsite.com, and all GANA
members and other interested in the
glass and glazing industry are invited to
attend. To learn more about the GANA
and the Fall Conference, visit our website,
or follow the organization on Twitter at
ww.twitter.com/glassnation. We look forward to seeing you in Chicago. ■

A s h l e y M . C h a r e s t is
the account executive of the
Glass Association of North
America (GANA).
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this envelope
delivered
When others say no, Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ says yes.

“When you are designing complex, custom operable windows, you need
to rely on experts,” said Robert Siegel, Principal and Founding Partner
of Gwathmey Siegel & Associates. Siegel’s firm has been called one
of the ten most influential architectural firms by Architect Magazine.
And while most manufacturers promise the moon and the stars when

specified to close the building envelope. To learn more, call us at

“Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
provided precisely what was
needed. These windows are
faceted or angulated, with
outside corners at the
condominium levels that
are all glass. Residents
enjoy a stunning view of
midtown Manhattan,”
said Robert Siegel.

1-866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278), or visit oldcastlebe.com.

Origami by Robert Lang

it comes to customization, many simply can’t deliver. In fact, on a
recent project, Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ was brought in to design,
engineer and manufacture custom windows when another manufacturer
could not execute. And custom-engineered architectural windows
are just the beginning. We are the leading manufacturer of products
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visit www.usgnn.com™ for news every day

Court Authorizes Trainor Glass to Pay
Certain Suppliers, Settle Accounts

T

he U.S. Bankruptcy Court for
the Northern District of Illinois
recently issued an order authorizing Trainor Glass to settle its accounts receivable and “to pay
suppliers, as necessary, to obtain payment on the receivables” as part of the
company’s ongoing bankruptcy case.
Trainor had motioned for the authorization, noting that at the time of
its bankruptcy filing, it “was owed several millions of dollars by [general contractors and developers] for the work
performed on [various projects].”
“[Trainor Glass] has been dili-

gently attempting to collect the receivables,” writes the company. “The
customers, however, in many instances, will not make any payment
to the debtor unless the customer is
assured that all of the suppliers are
on a project are paid in full.”
Additionally, Trainor had pointed
out that some of the customers have
refused to pay their receivables unless Trainor “provide[s] for the satisfaction of any warranty claims in
existence or which may come into
existence relating to [each] project.”
Based on this, the company also

American Architectural Inc.
Files for Chapter 11

ensalem, Pa.-based American Architectural Inc. filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy in June in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. The company’s 20 largest unsecured claims total
approximately $3.9 million.
The company listed between 200 and 999 creditors, with estimated assets between $10 million and 50 million, and liabilities between $10 million
and $50 million in its voluntary petition for bankruptcy, signed by company
president John Melching.
Several industry suppliers are among the company’s 20 largest unsecured
creditors:
• TAD Metals Inc., based in Philadelphia, with a claim of $692,510.73;
• Major Tool and Machine in Indianapolis, with a claim of $659,337.39;
• Safti First, based in San Francisco, with a claim of $236,598.335;
• Sentech Architectural Systems LLC in Austin, Texas, with a claim of
$183,351;
• JE Berkowitz LP in Pedtricktown, N.J., with a claim of $117,106.88;
• OldcastleBuilding Envelope’s Hauppauge, N.Y.-based office, with a
claim of $97,764.53; and
• American Aluminum Extrusion Co. LLC, based in Beloit, Wis., with a
claim of $64,100.28.
At press time, company officials had not yet responded to requests for
comment.

B
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sought authorization “to negotiate
with each customer and settle a receivable by discounting the net balance (i.e., the difference between the
amount of a receivable and the
amount due all suppliers for a project) due to the debtor, up to a percentage that is agreed to by [lender]
First Midwest Bank and the [unsecured creditors] committee.”
According to the terms of the
order, the company is authorized “to
negotiate with a customer and settle
a receivable by discounting the net
balance due to the debtor up to the
maximum discount percentage.”
The order specifies that its terms
will not conflict with or limit the
rights of certain general contractors
and developers that had subcontracted Trainor Glass for certain projects and has since hired substitute
contractors to finish the work. Among
those named are New York-based
Skanska USA Building Inc., New Yorkbased Turner Construction Co.,
Turner/Gilbane, a joint venture between Turner Construction and Providence, R.I.-based Gilbane, and
Tompkins/Gilford, also a joint venture.
The court further specifies that the
order will not interfere with these
companies’ rights to “pay substitute
contractors, pay subcontractors and
suppliers directly, and correct any defects as identified in warranty claims,
with respect to the projects each has
named in prior motions.
The latest news in the Trainor case
follows the court’s recent authorization for it to sell substantially all of
its assets in Florida, North Carolina,
Virginia and Texas to Harmon Inc. for
approximately $3 million (see related
story in June USGlass, page 12). ■
www.usglassmag.com
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How Guardian SunGuard helps
improve patient care and recovery.
With light.
Well-daylighted hospitals with outdoor views enhance patient care
and recovery. That’s why HKS specified Guardian SunGuard glass for
1 2

the C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital, in Ann Arbor,

3 4

Interior

Exterior

Michigan. The combination of Neutral 40 and

Neutral 40 on #2
and SN 68 on #3

SuperNeutral 68 in an insulated glass unit
delivers plenty of visible light and a low, 0.25
solar heat gain coefficient, all with lower
reflectivity than previously possible, so patients

can easily see outside. HKS’s selection of SunGuard products
also improved the building’s energy efficiency and created a
comfortable setting for children and families. The building is LEED
Certified Silver. For complete performance data, project photos
and other ways to Build With Light, visit SunGuardGlass.com.
Or call 1-866-482-7374.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
C.S. MOTT CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
ANN ARBOR, MI
ARCHITECT: HKS
GUARDIAN
SELECT FABRICATOR:
Trulite Glass & Aluminum Solutions
GUARDIAN GLAZIER
CONNECTION MEMBER:
CGI
SUNGUARD GLASS:
Neutral 40 on clear and
SuperNeutral 68 on clear

© 2012 Guardian Industries Corp.
SunGuard® and Build With Light®
are registered trademarks of
Guardian Industries Corp.
Please order glass samples for
accurate color evaluation.
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CompanyNews
Glass Industry Companies Rise
Through Ranks of Fortune 500

F

ortune magazine recently released its annual list of the top
500 U.S. companies—and
among the top rankings for 2011 were
several glass industry suppliers, including PPG Industries, 3M, Dow Chemical,
Dupont, Eastman Chemical, Alcoa and
Momentive Specialty Chemicals.
Dow Chemical, based in Midland,
Mich., ranked 47 overall (45 in 2010)
but also first within the chemicals sector. The company’s total revenue was
$59,985 million compared to $53,674
million last year, a 12 percent increase.
The company achieved a profit of
$2,742 million for the year.
Dupont, based in Wilmington, Del.,
ranked 72 overall (84 in 2010), and second within the chemical sector. The
company’s total revenue was $38,719

Fortune 500 2011 Rankings
Company
Current Rank

*

3M Company
Alcoa
Dow Chemical
Dupont
Eastman Chemical
Momentive Specialty
Chemicals
PPG Industries

102
115
47
72
346
452
180

Percent change in revenue (2010-2011)

million, compared to $32,733 million last
year, an 18 percent increase. The company’s profits are listed at $3,474 million.
Pittsburgh-based PPG Industries
ranked 180 overall and third within the
chemical sector (up from 181 last year).

Tem-Pace Acquires
Atwood Spec-Temp

iles, Mich.-based Tem-Pace LLC recently acquired Atwood Spec-Temp
Glass in Antwerp, Ohio, from Atwood Mobile Products LLC. Production
will remain active in both locations, according to the company. Terms of
the acquisition have not been disclosed. According to Kent Mawer, sales and
marketing manager for Tem-Pace, the acquisition will add a variety of capabilities to his company’s offerings.
“They had some size capabilities that we do not have and they gave us some
opportunities to reach out into some things we don’t have and it helps us to
fulfill more of our present customers’ needs,” says Mawer.
Mawer refers to the acquisition as a “win-win” situation for all parties involved
and says there will be very few employee changes.
“Spec-Temp will be an LLC, basically a subdivision of Tem-Pace. Will that
change? We don’t know that. It could be merged into one name but we don’t
know that,” says Mawer. “We’re keeping the different identity factors but all
to the benefit of the customers. Whenever we do anything they are our primary concern.”
The transition is expected to take place over the never several months.

N
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Previous Rank

Percent Change*

533
181

+3%
+11%

97
123
45
84
348

+11%
+19%
+12%
+18%
+9%

Its total revenue for 2011 was $14,885
million compared to $13,423 million in
2010, which is a 11 percent increase. The
company achieved a profit of $1,095 million for the year, according to the report.
Eastman Chemical, based in Kingsport,
Tenn., ranked 346 overall (348 in 2010)
and ranked 11 within the chemical sector.
The company’s total revenue was $7,283
million compared to $6,691 million last
year, an 9 percent increase. Eastman,
which recently acquired St. Louis-based
Solutia Inc., achieved profits of $696 million for the year.
3M, a St. Paul, Minn.-based company,
ranked 102 for 2011 (97 in 2010). The
company’s annual revenue was $29,611
million, which is an 11 percent increase
from last year’s $26,662 million. The
company achieved a profit of $4,283
million for the year.
Alcoa, the New York-based parent
company of Kawneer, ranked 115 for
2011 (123 in 2010). Alcoa’s total revenue last year was $24,951 million, with
an 19 percent increase from 2010’s
$21,013 million. The company’s profit
is listed as $611 million.
Momentive Specialty Chemicals, based
in Columbus, Ohio, ranked 452 (433 in
2010) with a total revenue of $5,352 milwww.usglassmag.com
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lion—a 3 percent increase since 2010,
when the company achieved a revenue of
$5,174 million. The company achieved
profits of $118 million for the year.

Bonnell to Close Indiana
Aluminum Extrusion Plant

BonnellAluminum,a subsidiary of Tredegar Corp. in Richmond, Va., will close
its plant in Kentland, Ind., later this year.
The plant, which employs 146 people, is
scheduled to close by September 30.
Tredegar officials estimate that the company will recognize charges related to the
shutdown of approximately $8 million, including accelerated depreciation on fixed
assets of approximately $4 million, severance-related charges of approximately $1
million and other shutdown-related
charges of approximately $3 million. Other
shutdown-related charges primarily comprise equipment transfers and plant shutdown charges. Most of these charges will
be recognized over the next 18 months, officials estimate.
The Kentland facility had sales of approximately $38 million in 2010 and
has been operating at a loss for the past
several years.
“This was a difficult decision to
make, and we regret the impact this decision will have on our employees in
Kentland,” says Duncan Crowdis, president of Bonnell Aluminum.

LinEl Sold

Mestek of Westfield,Mass.,has acquired
LinEl Signature of Moorseville, Ind., from
its former owner and president Robert
Sloan.With the purchase, the company has
formed a new group of companies under
the umbrella “Mestek Architectural.” Included in this group are Linel, Colt Group
of England and the American Warming
and Ventilating (AWV) division.
www.usglassmag.com
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Viracon to Upgrade
Statesboro Facility

iracon of Owatonna, Minn., will
invest $4 to $7 million to refurbish manufacturing equipment and upgrade building
infrastructure in its Statesboro,
Ga., facility in anticipation of a commercial construction market recovery, according to the company.
Production in the facility will be
scaled back during the anticipated
six-month rebuild period, president
Kelly Schuller says. “During this period of low seasonal and market demand, Viracon will continue to serve
all markets from its Utah and Minnesota facilities with no disruption
to current project needs or future
commitments,” he says. “The majority of our employees in Statesboro
will be furloughed during this rebuild project. We intend to recall all employees
within six months when the facility upgrade is complete and higher rates of
production resume.”
Viracon initially invested $27 million in 1999 when it commenced operations at the Statesboro facility. The company added 65,000 square feet to the
facility in 2005.

V

“It’s a very good thing,” said George
Petzen of LinEl in an interview with
USGlass magazine about the purchase of
his company.“It’s good for them because
they’ve been expanding in the architectural business, and we give them fabrication and finishing options that they didn’t
have. It’s a nice fit for them and for us.”
LinEl will be much busier now, but
there will be no other changes, Petzen
says. “We will be expanding more
than anything else,” he says. “We’ll be

working for other divisions in the
Mestek corporate family.”
LinEl has been in talks with Mestek
for months now, and closed the deal in
early March, according to Petzen.
Mestek is a manufacturing concern
with annual sales of approximately
$375 million and 2,000 employees in 15
facilities in North America and one in
China. Mestek’s principal activities include HVAC and architectural products
and metal-forming machinery. ■
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IndustryOutlook
Economist and Retailers Predict
Improvement for Residential Retrofits

I

ndustry experts say the residential
retrofit market is still doing well.
Approximately $300 billion was
spent last year on home improvements,
according to Kermit Baker, a senior research fellow at Harvard University’s
Joint Center for Housing Studies, and
the project director of the Remodeling
Futures Program.
Despite challenges in the housing
market, the downturn has not been
nearly as serious for residential retrofit
spending (the market size is still close
to $300 billion); and green remodeling
and rehabbing distressed properties
offers opportunities for home improvement activity.
“The most [distinctive] characteristic has been the movement in house
prices,” said Baker, noting there was a
big drop between 2006 and 2009. He
also noted that house prices have just
bounced along the bottom since. Distressed inventory has also been holding back prices for many homes in
the country.
According to Baker, retrofit improve-

ments have contributed to growing the
share of residential investments since
the downturn. Though it dipped low in
2005, it has been climbing ever since,
to almost 70 percent in 2009.
The NAHB reported that bathroom
projects now top kitchens as being the
number-one remodeling job for instance—an observation that holds
true for Ray Adams, president of
Coastal Industries in Jacksonville, Fla.
His company offers shower enclosures
to retailers who work with both commercial and residential clients.
“More of our customers are focusing or have been focusing over the past
few years on remodeling jobs,” Adams
says. “Most homeowners, when they’re
looking for a shower door nowadays,
they’re looking for heavy-glass shower
doors. I think that’s become an upgrade of choice.”
Others, such as Laura Barefoot of
Barefoot and Co. Inc., a supplier of
specialty products to the building industry in Charlotte, N.C., agree the remodeling market is growing.

Construction Report Card

MONTHLY CONSTRUCTION STARTS
Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rate, In Millions

Nonresidential building
Residential building
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION

MARCH 2012
$121,306
$146,157
$480,786

APRIL 2012
$137,732
$148,035
$531,322

YEAR-TO-DATE CONSTRUCTION STARTS

Nonresidential building
Residential building
Nonbuilding construction
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION

Unadjusted Totals, In Millions

4 MOS ’11
$52,014
$37,167
$44,191
$133,372

4 MOS ’12
$38,995
$43,905
$55,255
$138,155

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce
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% CHANGE
+14
+1
+11
% CHANGE
-25
+18
+25
+4

“A lot of people flinched to it when
they weren’t buying new houses but
people are still doing it,” Barefoot says.
“We’ve seen a lot of screened-in
porches being turned into closed-in
rooms, where they’re adding windows
and storm doors.”
Barefoot also says there have been a
lot of bathroom upgrades recently
compared to a year or two ago.
“We are getting call after call for
frameless showers,” she says. “We do a
number of frameless showers every
single day. I know that has always been
popular but I think more people now
have more money to start their remodeling process if they weren’t able to do
it a year or two ago.”
Additionally, energy efficiency retrofits are a big market. Baker said remodeling contractors report that a
quarter of their revenue comes from
energy-efficient requests from homeowners. He said newer homes use 30
percent less energy per square foot
than homes built in the early 1970s.
“Energy-efficient programs need to
focus on older homes to be effective,”
he noted.
However, even though some conditions are improving, there are still challenges. Baker estimated that about a
million homes sold last year were foreclosures and reported that total spending on distressed properties was an
estimated $8.5 billion last year.
However, things do seem to be looking up. As Baker noted, the Leading Indicator of Remodeling Activity points
to a healthy upturn in the second half
of the year.
“It looks like we’re moving in the
right direction and will see better
numbers as we move into the second
half of the year,” said Baker. ■
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GlobalUpdate
Glass Machinery Manufacturer
Fined $155,000 for Safety Violation

U

nited Kingdom-based Lisec UK
and Ireland Ltd. recently was
fined approximately $155,000
after a five-year investigation found the
company responsible in an incident in
which the hand of a worker from County
Durham, England, was severed while
performing maintenance on one of the
company’s glass-cutting machines. The
investigation and charges were brought
forth by the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE), Great Britain’s national regulator
for workplace health and safety.
According to HSE, a 34-year-old
maintenance technician (who requested not to be named) was examining a new tilt table with a co-worker at
United Kingdom-based Solaglas (Architectural) when the incident occurred
in September 2007.
HSE originally charged Lisec after
the incident on September 12, 2007. An
investigation ensued, and the company
now has been found guilty of not complying with Section 6(3) of the Health

and Safety at Work etc. Act [of] 1974. In
addition to the $155,000 fine, the company owes approximately $232,000 in
court fees, according to HSE.
“A jury at Teesside Crown Court
heard the injured maintenance technician … was on his hands and knees
while trying to ascertain the cause of
the fault and had activated the emergency stop,” writes HSE. “Suspended
above his right wrist was a large laminated glass sheet measuring six meters
by three meters and weighing around
almost a ton.”
In order to view a sensor that dealt
with the release of the laminated sheet,
the maintenance technician placed his
right arm beneath the hovering glass,
according to HSE. As his co-worker
moved past a different sensor, the hovering glass was dropped and fell onto
the wrist of the worker and cut off his
hand, which was reattached “with partial success.”
“An HSE investigation found that

NSG Group Announces Reduction
in European Float Capacity

he NSG Group has announced that it will keep one of its two furnaces at
its float plant in Gladbeck, Germany, out of operation until at least the
end of calendar year 2012. Company officials say the decision was made
“as a consequence of demand reduction across Europe in the company’s three
main business sectors, solar energy, automotive and architectural products,
combined with overcapacity in the European glass industry.”
Production at the Gladbeck float line was interrupted in mid-April for a
planned cold repair, according to the company. The refurbishment of the line
is still underway, but company officials say they do not plan to re-open the line
until market demand recovers.
In addition, the company is reviewing further possible reductions in NSG’s
float glass capacity in Europe, according to the announcement.
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there were faults within the [program]
controlling the movement of the glass
as it allowed the glass sheet to be released, even when an emergency stop
had been activated and that this fault
was exacerbated by the installation of
the new tilt table and the failure to integrate it properly with the existing
equipment,” the HSE stated.
“Once he had put the table into an
emergency stop condition, it should not
have been possible to release the glass,”
says HSE inspector Martin Baillie. “Installers of machinery need to ensure
that new equipment is compatible with
the existing equipment and that the
complete line complies with the essential safety requirements. That includes
ensuring machinery is unable to move
suddenly when an emergency stop has
been activated.”
Lisec officials declined to comment.

AGC/Interpane Alliance
on Hold as EC Investigates

A previously announced pending alliance between AGC Glass Europe and
Interpane currently is on hold, as the
European Commission (EC) investigates to ensure the alliance is in compliance with its regulations (see related
story in February USGlass, page 14).
“On April 17, 2012, the Commission
received a notification of a proposed
concentration pursuant to Article 4 of
Council Regulation, by which the undertaking AGC Glass Europe, will also
acquire within the meaning of Article 3
of the Merger Regulation joint control
of the whole of the undertakings Interpane International (Germany) and Interpane
Glass
Holding
AG
(Switzerland) - together, “Interpane,”
by way of purchase of shares,” reads
the notification. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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WINDOWS • CURTAIN WALL • ENTRANCES • STOREFRONT

®

35% improvement in U-factor performance.

The new 8750XD™ Unitized Curtain Wall from EFCO enables you to achieve a remarkable 35% improvement in U-factor.
The system features innovative Duracast® ﬁberglass composite to provide superior eﬃciency and structural performance.
And, the vertical integration of EFCO assures quick response times, precision manufacturing, and unmatched service with
every delivery. Learn more about the 8750XD system at www.efcoexactly.com/8750XD.
You simply get more with EFCO. Exactly.
To learn more, call 1-800-221-4169 or visit efcocorp.com.
© 2012 EFCO Corporation
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Energy Environment

T

he Department of Energy (DOE)
currently is conducting a study at
a 200,000-square-foot, 12-story
midrise in Philadelphia to look at the
ability of low-E retrofit glazing systems
to improve the energy efficiency of

older commercial and residential buildings. The study is being conducted at
400 Market Street, a midrise built in
1972. J.E. Berkowitz (JEB) LP of
Pedricktown, N.J., Quanta Technologies
Inc. of Malvern, Pa., and NAHB Re-

Photo: J.E. Berkowitz LP

DOE Study Shows Window Retrofit
System Slashes Energy Use

LEED Rating System
Ballot Delayed

he LEED rating system that was scheduled to go to ballot this year, known
as LEED 2012, has been delayed, according to the Washington, D.C.based U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC).
The delay of the ballot came in response to concerns of USGBC members.
The ballot will be renamed Leed v4 and could be held June 1, 2013, or earlier.
“LEED pushes the envelope to bring transformation to the market—that’s
what we do,” says Scot Horst, senior vice president, LEED. “We remain committed to that, and to making sure that what we deliver is complete and can
be successfully implemented.”
Some have expressed opposition to the newest version of LEED, including
Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.) and David Vitter (R-La.). The two senators wrote a
letter to General Services Administration (GSA) administrator Daniel Tangherlini to express concern with the recently released LEED draft and subsequent
adoption of these standards by the GSA in May.
“USGBC is planning to create two ‘Materials and Resources’ (MR) credits
under LEED 2012, one for ‘material ingredient reporting’ and one for ‘avoidance of chemicals of concern.’ The credits would affect hundreds of substances—many of which are key to helping building products achieve the
desired properties, including energy efficiency,” wrote the Senators.
“If USGBC does not reconsider its anti-chemical proposals in LEED 2012,
we respectfully request that GSA stop using the LEED rating system, in favor
of more performance based standards,” they added. “ … We believe that the
federal government should not base its choices on arbitrary restrictions that
may not allow for the use of the most effective materials, especially when the
rejection of these materials would mean the loss of jobs and economic growth
at a time our country can least afford it.”
The latest draft will be open to public comment from October 2, 2012
through December 10, 2012.
“This is 100 percent in response to our members’ desire that we give them
a bit more time to absorb the changes in this next version of the rating system,”
says USGBC president and CEO Rick Fedrizzi.
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J.E. Berkowitz is working with the DOE
and others to look at the ability of
low-E retrofit glazing systems in older
buildings.

search Center of Upper Marlboro, Md.,
are involved in the study as well.
DOE retrofitted the building with Renovate by Berkowitz, an onsite window
retrofitting system that converts existing
single-pane windows into energy-saving, triple-glazed insulating glass units
(IGUs). Officials at JEB estimated that
the retrofit would reduce annual energy
costs at by $55,000. The first results since
the project was completed show the
building outperforming the projection,
according to a report from JEB.
“While our study has just started, preliminary observations are very encouraging,” says Thomas Culp, manager of the
DOE project and president of Birch Point
Consulting LLC of La Crosse, Wis.“In November and early December, the east-facing offices showed about a 27 percent
reduction in heating and cooling energy
use, and the north-facing offices showed
more than a 50 percent reduction. I will
be very interested in seeing the continued results through the full winter.”
www.usglassmag.com
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New California Energy
Code Pushes Daylighting

An energy efficiency code that includes several provisions related to
both glazing and daylighting recently
was passed by the California Energy
Commission (CEC).
Among the revised requirements is a
provision that vertical windows in nonresidential buildings “have a west-facing
area no greater than 40 percent of the
gross west-facing exterior wall area, or 6
feet times the west-facing display perimeter, whichever is greater; and a total area
no greater than 40 percent of the gross ex-
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terior wall area, or 6 feet times the display
perimeter, whichever is greater.”
Several specific exceptions are listed
for vertical windows that use chromogenic or dynamic glazing.
The standards also include a major
focus on daylighting, and specify that in
climate zones 2 through 15, conditioned
enclosed spaces and unconditioned enclosed spaces that are greater than 5,000
square feet and that are directly under a
roof with ceiling heights greater than 15
feet, shall meet specific daylighting provisions. The section also requires skylit
daylit areas and additional sidelit daylit
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areas (primary and
secondary) to be
included in building plans. Exceptions
include locations such as “auditoriums,
churches, movie theaters, museums and
refrigerated warehouses.”
Skylights in these areas, for instance,
must “have a glazing material or diffuser that has a measured haze value
greater than 90 percent, tested according to ASTM D1003 (not withstanding
its scope) or another test method approved by the Commission.” ■

The next ggeneration
coo a t for boosting glass
coolant

®

SwarfBuster coolant technology
boosts performance power by
providing superior glass particle
removal from your entire fabrication
system. Our patented coolant additive
process utilizes an environmentally
friendly formula to help you achieve
exceptional results.

SwarfBuster Technology Can Help:
t*ODSFBTF1SPEVDUJPO3FMJBCJMJUZBOE4QFFE
t&OIBODF5PPM1FSGPSNBODFBOE&YUFOE5PPM-JGF
t4BWF&OFSHZ
t3FEVDF8BUFSTQPU&UDIJOHBOE0UIFS%FGFDUT
t*NQSPWF8PSL&OWJSPONFOUBOE4BGFUZ
t,FFQ&RVJQNFOU$MFBOBOE3VOOJOH-JLF/FX

Best practice
coolant in
automotive glass
fabrication.

Visit www.SwarfBuster.com to learn more today.
www.usglassmag.com
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ContractGlazing
Construction Backlog Declines
5.4 Percent in the First Quarter

T

he Construction Backlog Indi- will remain soft during the summer period of economic weakness that
cator (CBI) for the 2012 first months, with flat to declining non- developed in the broader economy
last year, as well as conquarter declined 5.4
cerns regarding export
percent from the previThe lull in nonresidential
growth due to recessionous quarter, dipping from
construction momentum is not
ary forces in Europe,”
7.8 months to 7.4
months, but is slightly poised to end in the immediate term. Basu says. “The result is
that many prospective
higher compared to the
construction
first quarter of 2011, acprojects
cording to a recent report by the As- residential construction spending.”
were cancelled or postponed.”
sociated Builders and Contractors
Compared to the first quarter of
Inc. (ABC). The CBI is a forward- 2011, construction backlog is slightly Ironworkers Launch
looking economic indicator that higher in every region with the ex- New Training Course
measures the amount of construc- ception of the Northeast. In the West,
Officials of the Iron Workers Union
tion work under contract to be com- construction backlog expanded by and the Ironworker Management Pro0.46 months from the fourth quarter gressive Action Cooperative Trust (IMpleted in the future.
“On the heels of a mixed bag of na- of 2011 to the first quarter of this PACT) have launched a new training
tional economic news, CBI declined year. The Middle States have the course, “Superintendent Training for
for the second quarter in a row,” says shortest backlog at 6.34 months and Ironworkers.” The course is a blended
ABC chief economist Anirban Basu. the South continues to register the learning pilot course designed to de“The lull in nonresidential construc- lengthiest backlog at 8.88 months.
velop skilled, effective construction site
tion momentum is not poised to end
“The ongoing instability in the na- superintendents, according to an anin the immediate term. The nation’s tion’s nonresidential construction nouncement from the groups, and aims
nonresidential construction activity industry appears to be related to the to benefit partner contractors by providing trained management personnel
to oversee construction jobsites.
“The course is designed for ironworkers who have completed the ‘Foreman Training’ course or have experience
as a foreman, general foreman or superintendent,” says Eric Waterman, former
IMPACT CEO (see related story on page
55). “So this course serves as an extenhe American Institute of Architects (AIA) has launched a new section of
sion of our current training.”
its website designed to provide contract documents and related educaWaterman added that the course
tion courses and associated materials.
fulfills a need as expressed by the orThe website also will include both non- and credit-based courses for archiganization’s contractors. As regulatects, contractors, owners, developers and other building and design industry
tions constantly change and as new
professionals.
technologies transform the face of the
Additionally, the website features a frequently-asked-questions section
construction industry, we want to
about using AIA documents, and guides on methods in design and construcmake sure superintendents have the
tion projects.
know-how to deal with the dynamics
The current courses offerings include topics such as sustainable design and
of the industry. We also want to make
construction, green building codes, federal design regulations, owner and consure that our contractors view us as
tractor project agreements, payment applications and change orders, and conthe best of the best,” he says. ■
struction contracts.

AIA Launches Contract
Documents Page on Website
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FinancialFlash
Quanex Reports Drop in Consolidated
Net Sales in Second Quarter

Q

uanex Building Products Corp.
has reported second-quarter
consolidated net sales totaling
$194.4 million, down from $203.1 million a year ago.
The company also reported an operating loss of $0.34 per diluted share compared to an operating loss of $0.04 per
diluted share a year ago, according to the
company’s most recent financial report.
The company’s Engineered Products
Group (EPG), which includes Edgetech
IG, saw second-quarter consolidated net
sales of $108.8 million, compared with
$82.5 million for the same period last

year. According to the release, the increase
in sales “was predominantly related to
higher vinyl extrusion sales at Mikron,
and the benefit of a full quarter’s results
from Edgetech compared to its onemonth’s results in the year-ago quarter.”
The release also states operating income was $100,000 for EPG’s second
quarter of this year (operating income
totaled $1.9 million a year ago). Additionally, the expenses related to its facility consolidation were $3.7 million in
the quarter. The company had previously announced that it would close its
Barboursville, Ky., plant, and would re-

locate the equipment to manufacture
its single-seal warm-edge spacer system to its Cambridge, Ohio, facility.
“With the spring building season underway, EPG is expected to report operating income of about $30 million in
the second half of 2012, which excludes
$3 million of IG spacer consolidation
program expenses,” the release states.
The consolidation is expected to be
complete this August.“The consolidation
remains on budget and is ahead of schedule. Cash costs associated with the plan
have been estimated at about $16 million
... , ” the release states. ■

Corning Med-X®
·

Largest glass sizes supplied to the market with up to
108” X 54” available in stock and ready to ship

·

Plates cut speci"cally to customer requirements

·

Excellent visual clarity characteris!cs

·

Suitable for lamina!ng using PVB interlayers to
achieve CPSC 16 CFR 1201 Cat. II safety ra!ng

·

The architect speci"ed radia!on shielding glass made
with cer!"ed eco-friendly manufacturing (ISO 14001)

·

Fast deliveries from extensive stock held at McGrory
Glass, exclusive Corning distributor for North America

McGRORY GLASS
Architectural Glass Solu!ons

Corning and Med-X® are registered trademarks of Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA.

High quality, safe, radia!on shielding glass

800-220-3749
Look to Corning Med-X® for your medical projects
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Legislation Legal
ASI Responds to Employee Allegations;
Attributes Plant Closing to Lender

A

SI Ltd. in Whitestown, Ind., recently was sued by a former
employee who alleges that he
and others were released from the company without proper notice of a plant
closing as required under the Worker
Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act. Former ASI employee
Andrew Shepherd alleges that his employment with ASI was terminated with
the plant closing, along with that of approximately 200 other employees, and

that they were entitled to receive 60
days’ advance written notice of the closing under the WARN Act.
The company has denied many of the
allegations made against it, but admits
in court documents that the plant did
close on December 22. The company attributes the decision to close, however,
to its lender, PNC Bank. ASI further “admits no written notice was issued prior
to the plant closing,” but denies that the
company violated the WARN Act.

New York Woman Amends
Complaint Against Apple

ew York resident Evelyn Paswall, 82, has amended a complaint filed
earlier this year against California-based Apple Inc. related to injuries
she allegedly sustained when she walked into a glass wall at the company’s Manhasset, N.Y., store. Among the changes in the latest complaint are
the removal of the her request for $1 million and several new specific references to New York’s building code related to the use of transparent glass in
commercial buildings (see related story in June USGlass, page 18).
Amendments to Paswall’s complaint include allegations that Apple Inc. violated a rule within Title 12 of the New York Industrial Code titled Transparent
Glass Doors in Mercantile Establishments and in Public and Commercial Buildings and Structures.
“Transparent glass doors and fixed adjacent transparent glass sidelites
shall be marked in two areas … One area shall be located at least 30, but not
more than 36 inches and the other 60, but more than 66 inches above the
ground, floor or equivalent surface below the door or sidelight,” writes
Paswall’s counsel in the amended complaint, citing the New York Industrial Code.
The new complaint further alleges that Apple Inc. did not abide by the marking requirements within the code, which Paswall claims caused numerous injuries as a result. Additionally, the plaintiff’s complaint alleges Apple was aware
of previous injuries sustained by other customers and “acted with reckless disregard” when it did not apply markings to the front entrance “despite knowing
the dangers and previous injuries …”
Apple Inc., represented by Thomas Crispi of Schiff Hardin LLP, has denied
the allegations in Paswall’s amended complaint.

N
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With regard to Shepherd’s allegations
that he and others were not paid after the
closing, ASI responds as follows: “The
defendant admits that it did not pay the
plaintiff for work after PNC Bank closed
the plant on December 22, 2011.”
In addition, ASI issued several affirmative defenses to the suit in its response. Among these, the company
alleges that it is excused from the requirements of the WARN Act, because
“the plant closing was caused by business circumstances that were not reasonably foreseeable as of the time
notice would have been required.”
Along similar lines, ASI claims that at
the time of the closure, it “was actively
seeking capital and business which, if
obtained, would have enabled the employer to avoid or postpone the shutdown and ASI reasonably and in good
faith believed that giving the notice required would have precluded the employer from obtaining the needed
capital and/or business.”
Finally, ASI alleges that Shepherd and
others “suffered no actual damages” alleged in the complaint.
ASI suspended operations on December 22, 2011, and allegedly resumed
operations with new financial backing
in mid-January.

Judge Dismisses Class
Action Suit Against Trainor

A class action suit against Trainor
Glass Co. filed by former employee
Katherine McNeel “on her own behalf
and on behalf of all other persons
similarly situated,” based on allegations related to the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification
(WARN) Act, was dismissed in June
by Carl Doyle, currently serving as
judge for the U.S. Bankruptcy Court
www.usglassmag.com
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Northern District Of Illinois Eastern
Division.
According to court documents, the
suit sought “recovery by plaintiff and
other similarly situated employees of the
defendant of damages in the amount of
60 days’ pay and ERISA benefits by reason of defendant’s violation of the plaintiff ’s rights under the WARN Act.”
Trainor had submitted a motion to
dismiss the case, alleging that the case
was a pre-petition claim.
“The adversary proceeding should be
dismissed because the plaintiff ’s
WARN Act claim is a pre-petition claim

www.usglassmag.com
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that is properly addressed in the claims
administration process, not by way of
an adversary proceeding,” wrote the
company in its joint motion to dismiss
McNeel’s class action. “[The] plaintiff ’s
WARN Act claim is a pre-petition claim
as a matter of law.”
Additionally, Trainor argued “the
plaintiff ’s WARN Act claim should be
adjudicated through the claim administration process, not by way of an adversary proceeding.”
Trainor also claimed in its motion
to dismiss that “The plaintiff, therefore, had a ‘claim’ against the debtors
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on the 60th day prior to his termination of employment, even if that
‘claim’ was ‘contingent’ when it arose
and even if that ‘claim’ was very likely
‘disputed.’ To the extent that plaintiff
did not receive the requisite advance
notice of the mass layoff, he would be
entitled to ‘back pay’ and benefits
under the WARN Act. Defendant’s alleged failure to give the Plaintiff notice on November 1, 2008, clearly
occurred pre-petition.”
The class action suit had been filed
as part of Trainor’s bankruptcy case
(see related story on page 10). ■
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glass

PPG Debuts Two

PPG Industries has introduced two
new architectural glasses for the commercial building market.
Sungate 600 glass is a passive, low-E
glass that helps buildings maintain energy efficiency and comfortable interior temperatures year-round in

Sungate 600 by PPG
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Looking to grow your
business with the latest
machinery, tools and glass
options on the market? Are you
looking to simplify processes with the
newest software out there? Then read on for the
latest new products on the market designed
specifically for the glass and metal industry.

various climates and applications.
Designed as a versatile, utilitarian
low-E glass, Sungate 600 glass can
enhance both the low-heat-gain performance of solar control, low-E
glasses in cooling-dominated climates and the heat-trapping capability of passive, low-E glasses in
heating-dominated climates, according to the company.
Sunclean self-cleaning glass is a lowmaintenance glass designed to eliminate the need for manual washing of
conventional commercial windows and
curtain walls, as well as skylights,
canopies and other sloped or hard-toreach glazings.

❙❙➤ www.ppgideascapes.com

Energy Efficiency, Options

The Ombra insulating glass unit is the
newest new glazing series from Pulp
Studio. It uses an architectural wire
mesh core that works as a solar shading
device when used as cladding material.
Surrounded by tempered glass, the
metal mesh reduces the amount of light
that passes through by up to 50 percent,
according to the company.
The glass appears transparent when
viewed frontally, but obscures the line of
sight when viewed from an angle to allow
more light to enter the building in the
morning and late afternoon when the sun
is low, while creating the most shading
mid-day when the sun is most intense.

Ombra from
Pulp Studio

Available in five patterns, it is ideal for
storefronts, office buildings, airports and
other commercial uses both indoors and
out, according to the company.

❙❙➤ www.pulpstudio.com

Guardian Goes Solar

Guardian Industries’ new SunGuard
Pythagoras Solar Photovoltaic Glass
Units (PVGU), powered by Pythagoras,
combine PVGU technology with SunGuard advanced architectural glass to
create a building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) product. This can replace standard vision and spandrel
glass or skylights with a glass product
that converts direct sunlight into energy, according to the company. The
product lets in diffused light, increases
energy efficiency and generates electricity from the building façade, helping projects achieve new energy codes.
The company also recently has
launched the InGlass Visualizer, an online
tool for interior designers and architects
that combines interior glass products
www.usglassmag.com
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ig sealants

One Hot Melt

The Organic Valley project in La Farge,
Wis., features Guardian PVGU.

with typical applications to see how integrating different types of glass can transform the visual impact of a space. Stocked
with numerous textures, colors and performance options, the system allows designers to view sample settings, each with
different glass product combinations that
can be saved and shared.

❙❙➤ www.sunguardglass.com
❙❙➤ www.guardianinglass.com

Capacity Grows at JEB

J.E. Berkowitz LP (JEB) is now utilizing an Enviroscreen silk-screened glass
line to increase its maximum capacity
size to 84 inches by 168 inches. The company also is utilizing a new drying oven,
which also will increase the capacity, size
and technical capabilities of the line.
In addition, the new fully automated
equipment enables JEB to add two new

Fenzi North America has added Hotver 2000 Hot Melt Butyl
to its line of products for insulating glass. The sealant joins its
line of insulating glass products, including the Thiover brand of
IG polysulphide, Molver dessicant, and the Alu Pro and Roll
Tech warm-edge spacer profiles.
The company recently conducted a study to highlight the importance of a secondary seal in reducing gas leakage in insulating glass units (IGU) and reports that its laboratories Hotver 2000
demonstrated the high performance of its Thiover as a second- Hot Melt Butyl
ary seal versus normal silicones.
Fenzi also studied the improper application of polyisobutylene (PIB) and the effect it has on an IGU using various sealants. Each unit analyzed was given a 1-cm
gap in the PIB on one side of the unit to see the affect of the common deficiency.
The units were then subjected to high humidity testing where the temperatures
were controlled at 60 degrees Celsius and relative humidity at 98 percent.
The company reports that the study shows that polysulfide lost less than 8 percent of gas over 1,680 hours of high humidity and high temperature, whereas silicone
lost up to 20 percent from original gas filling in that same time span. Several factors
contributed to these results, such as the physical gas retention properties of silicone
and polysulfide, and differences in mechanical properties of the two sealants.
❙❙➤ www.fenzi-na.com

options to the four standard colors currently offered. Customers now have a
choice of either simulated acid-etched
or simulated sandblasted for application onto the heat-treated glass substrate available in thicknesses ranging
from 3⁄16 inch to ½ inch.

❙❙➤ www.jeberkowitz.com

Decorative Options

Glasswerks Inc. is now working with
Hawthorne, Calif.-based Laser This to
offer detailed imaging on all kinds of architectural glass. Company officials say it
can provide this in the form of logos, nature scenes or other intricate patterns on
everything from shower doors to glass dividers, backsplashes, mirrors and more.
The company utilizes high-quality laser
imaging equipment to create the images.

❙❙➤ www.glasswerks.com

Cover the Walls with Glass

Enviroscreen at Morgan State University
by J.E. Berkowitz
www.usglassmag.com

SCHOTT, in partnership with Expotechnik, has launched a new wall system, a complete package of glass
solutions with installations to suit all interior applications, such as illuminated
walls and stylish partitions. Utilizing extruded aluminum profiles, the wall system is strong and durable as well as light
and attractive, according to the company.
The modular construction offers diverse
design and set-up options, ranging from
free-standing individual room modules

Schott glass wall system

to more extensive connected walls. The
modules can be equipped with door options, integrated multimedia technology
and display cases, and the range includes
various sizes of wall frames and additional wall attachments, which can be installed up to 30 feet high.
Products that can be integrated into the
wall system include: Opalika white flashed
opal glass; Mirona transition glass, which
can switch from mirror to screen in an instant; and Amiran anti-reflective glass.

❙❙➤ www.us.schott.com
continued on page 28
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continued from page 27

Take a Bullet

Dlubak Corp. now offers bullet-resistant glass available in custom designs and
low-spall units. Company officials say the

glass is ideal for use in government, military and commercial applications. It also
is available in insulating glass units.
In addition, the company offers a variety of different makeups, such as allglass and glass/polycarbonate.

❙❙➤ www.dlubakglass.com

Switch It Out

Megla Dynamic privacy glass

Privacy Now

The Supreme Court in Tallahassee,
Fla., features Dlubak bullet-resistant
glass.

Polyvision switchable privacy glass

Polytronix Inc. offers Polyvision
switchable privacy glass, designed to
offer both privacy and clarity. The glass
can be used hospitals/clinics, conference rooms, hotels, bathroom/shower
enclosures and security windows,
doors and skylights.

❙❙➤ www.polytronix.com

KL Megla now offers its Megla Dynamic privacy glass, which switches
from translucent to transparent with no
alteration of light level, according to the
company. The glass is available in sizes
up to 60 by 120 inches. Low-voltage versions also are available.
Company officials say the glass can
be used in bathrooms and shower enclosures; clinics; conference rooms;
hospitals; hurricane-resistant windows;
optical shutters; projection displays;
residential enclosures; security windows; and glass writing boards.

❙❙➤ www.kl-megla.com

Find the Range

JC Moag Corp. offers clear and lowiron glass from 3⁄16- to ¾-inch thickness. The company 3⁄8- and ½-inch
thick cast glass available specifically
for architectural walls, shower enclo-

shower enclosures

Watch the Skyline

Skyline series from Cardinal Shower
Enclosures
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Cardinal Shower Enclosures has
launched its new Skyline series of
shower enclosures, designed to be
both simple and elegant. One side
has a fixed panel, while the other
side slides along on bold rollers and
a single rod, according to the company. The unit features 3⁄8- or ½-inch
clear glass with a large 2 1⁄4-inch recessed finger pull.
The series also is available with a
90-degree return panel, according to
the company.
❙❙➤ www.cardinalshower.com

Shower enclosure utilizing glass from
JC Moag Corp.
continued on page 30
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New Silkscreen Printing Options Available

machinery

Secondary Sealing

Erdman Automation offers a line of insulating glass (IG) secondary sealers, designed to offer a range of benefits.
Among these are reduced waste, cleanup and defective IG units. In addition, the

Glassline Corp. has released a new silkscreen printing machine. The machine
features a patent-pending servo lift design of the silkscreen frame travel system,
designed to provide precision and built-in automatic off-contact and peel settings.
Glassline officials say the machine also features “simplified mechanics” for
machine robustness and low maintenance costs, along with enhancements
to its shuttle design.

❙❙➤ www.glassline.com

Erdman 6000

secondary sealers can be easily added
to an existing IG line; automatically recognize cavity size and depth; offer consistent sealant application and quality;
are capable of both dual- and tripleglazed units; and are available to dispense warm, cold and two-part sealants.
Among its many offerings, the company’s automated secondary sealer
with integrated gas fill speeds cycle
times by allowing operators to gas fill
and apply secondary seal to IG units
simultaneously.
❙❙➤ www.erdmanautomation.com

Bust the Swarf

SwarfBuster has developed a patented coolant
technology designed to remove glass particles from
fabrication systems. The
technology is designed to
reduce water spot etching
and other defects; provide
energy savings and water
conservation; and help
equipment to run cleanly. In
addition, the technology is
designed to be environmentally friendly and safe for
machine operators.
❙❙➤ www.swarfbuster.com
www.usglassmag.com

Dispense Consistently

The Nordson VersaDrum piston pump
bulk melters consistently dispense
sealants, mastics or adhesives for insu-

Glassline silkscreen
printing machine
port manual systems for fourth-corner
patch or handgun use.
❙❙➤ www.nordson.com/hotmelt

Glass “Tri-Coater” Available

The Union Tool Corp. now offers the
glass “Tri-Coater” for spandrel glass or
transparent glass production, offering
controllable, high-quality coating thickness, according to the company. The TriCoater’s unique design allows for reverse
coating of ceramic frit or silicone-based
coatings and for direct coat of transparent or etch coatings, all on one machine.
The Union Tool roller coating applies

Nordson VersaDrum
piston pump bulk melter

lated glass (IG) production. Piston
pumps provide constant pressure with
variable flow, ideal for intermittent dispensing applications, according to the
company. In addition, the “open” design
of this high-pressure melter supports
high-viscosity materials and the large-volume outputs required in secondary sealing of IG units. The melters also offer
quick, easy installation on linear extruders as well as most other edge sealers,
according to the company.
Additionally, VersaDrum melters sup-

Glass Tri-Coater from Union Tool Corp.

smoothly with few striations, according
to the company. The company’s roller
coaters also are designed to provide
easy changeovers from color to color or
product to product.
❙❙➤ www.uniontoolcorp.com
July 2012 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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continued from page 28

sures and railings, all of which can be
fabricated using water jet technology,
edged and tempered on-site to a customer’s specifications.

❙❙➤ www.jcmoag.com

transportation

Barkow and Ford Team Up

Barkow now manufactures 12-foot and
larger glazing bodies with full-length
ledgeboards for Ford medium-duty
trucks. The vehicles feature certified
Barkow body
on Ford truck

“Super Single” rear tires rather than factory duals, maintaining high load capacities while staying within federal width
limits. The bodies are manufactured from
aluminum, stainless steel and painted
steel. Gas or diesel engines are available
on standard cabs or four-door cabs.

decorative glass

Resist Scratches,
Provide Aesthetics

railings

Westbury Glass Railing Available with Range of Options

The Veranda C70 Westbury glass railing from Westbury Aluminum Railing comes
in an array of 11 standard colors. Glass is offered in clear, bronze and gray tints.
Westbury is offered in both two- and three-rail rail models featuring square and
round spindles. Options include architectural balusters, rings and radius rails. The
company’s continuous aluminum handrails also are available to complement
commercial safety rail needs and can be used in handicap-accessible areas.
❙❙➤ www.westburyrailing.com

❙❙➤ www.barkow.com

New, Expanded Area

MyGlassTruck.com has introduced
a patent-pending, removable second
ledge system designed to enable
glaziers to transport glass on the
upper portion of a glass rack when the
bottom ledge directly beneath is already occupied. The system expands
the usable surface area of the rack so
glaziers can transport more glass per
trip and protect smaller or delicate
glass by positioning it higher on the
rack, further away from the road surface, according to the company.
The second ledge system may be utilized with most make and model glass
racks for compact vehicles through large
glass truck bodies and trailers. The system consists of a set of four 5-inch-deep
“mini” ledges that quickly install and
uninstall onto a row of E-track, which also

LuxRaff Anti-Scratch satin
glass from Sevasa is designed to resist scratches
and stains while also providLuxRaff Antiing an aesthetically pleasing
Scratch glass
appearance, according to
from Sevasa
the company. It is available
in a variety of finishes, brightness and resistance levels:
LuxRaff Regular, LuxRaff Solid and LuxRaff Stone.
In addition to its scratch-resistant properties, company officials say LuxRaff
is naturally anti-bacterial; easy to clean; can be toughened and laminated; and
resists degrading or blurring over time.
The glass is available in thicknesses ranging from 3 to 19 mm. It comes in
standard size of 88 inches by 126 inches. Color options include opticlear, clear,
bronze, grey, green, blue and mirror.
❙❙➤ www.sevasa.com
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is available from MyGlassTruck.com. Each
unit features a steel construction with two
1-inch thick rubber block pads along the

MyGlassTruck.com removable second
ledge system

support surface to protect the glass’s bottom edge. The system has a weight capacity of 200 pounds per set of four, based on
an evenly distributed load. Glass may be
secured with a poles or straps.

❙❙➤ www.myglasstruck.com

Take Cover

The Glass Racking Co. has developed
and manufactured a 17-foot-long covered glass truck. The truck features a

17-foot fully
enclosed truck
by Glass Racking Co.
continued on page 32
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XL Edge® > Loå3-366® > SeaStorm®> Loå-i81TM > Neat®> Preserve®

Engineered to
save your
assets.
Cherished photos and mementos, priceless heirlooms – sometimes those are more important than
buildings and furnishings. SeaStorm® hurricane-resistant glass protects all of a homeowner’s assets
from storm damage. Engineered for windows used in high wind-speed areas, SeaStorm fulfills code
requirements. Extensive testing has shown that upon impact, broken glass fragments adhere to the
interlayer, keeping the window intact and reducing the risk of injury or damage. Another SeaStorm asset
– it shields against forced entry and reduces noise. For more information, visit cardinalcorp.com.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF LAMINATED GLASS
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continued from page 30

coatings

Rotatable Targets for Sputtered Glass Available

figure any number of rolling or fixed
glass panels to meet a specific design. In
addition, the pocket doors’ head and
threshold assemblies of pocket doors
are prepared to precisely locate field-applied interior and exterior post interlock
members to ensure a full interlock and
clean installation, according to the company. Panels are available in both a traditional or contemporary style.

DHF Technical Products now offers patent-pending silver rotatable targets
for sputtered glass. Compared to planar targets, DHF officials says its rotatable
targets can decrease manufacturing costs.
“We have the flexibility to make various customized geometries and dramatically reduce cost of ownership,” says Marcel Anaya, vice president of
DHF Technical Products. “The parts are monolithic and not bonded so the
sky’s the limit.”
❙❙➤ www.dhftargets.com

❙❙➤ www.capitol-windows.com

Slide It

Western Window Systems’ 2600 series wood- and aluminum-clad multislide doors and windows feature
1.75-inch panels and are available in
unlimited configurations and widths.

❙❙➤ www.theglassrackingcompany.com

windows

New Window of Opportunity

Capitol Aluminum & Glass Corp. offers a new aluminum window model
that is suitable for monumental, commercial and institutional use.
The company’s
DH900 is a 3¼inch aluminum
double-hung window that features
an architectural
rating meeting HAW50. The DH900
aluminum doublehung window incorporates a sash
interlock
with
triple
weatherstripping at all verticals and includes
tilt-in sashes for
easy cleaning.
Capital
The window is
Aluminum
available with both
DH900

32
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❙❙➤ www.westernwindowsystems.com

standard anodized and painted finishes.

Do You Fold?

Kolbe’s new Ultra series folding window
accommodates up to eight panels on each
side, spanning more than 50 feet with each
panel as wide as 39 3⁄8 inches and as high as

Photo: Kenneth M. Wyner Photography Inc.

GlideTop opening roof, which allows
the full length of the roof to be pulled
to the front of the truck body to allow
crane loading of large and heavy items
from above.
The internal and external glass racks
feature 100 percent coverage of nonmarking polymer bearing surfaces, including a wrap-around extrusion for
further protection from damaging hard
surfaces, according to the company. The
truck also is equipped with retention
poles and non-marking polymer blocks
to provide safe load retention and quick
load and unload times.

Ultra series from Kolbe

Western Window Systems’ 2600
series

The systems’ rolling panels can be
stored in pockets or stacked at one or
both ends of the openings, and panels
can bi-part at 90 degrees, 180 degrees,
or most any angle in between, according to the company.
The 2600 series multi-slide doors and
windows can be stored in pockets designed to be totally flush with adjacent
wall finishes, providing an unobstructed
view. The systems are made in a modular frame design, allowing users to con-

6 feet 8 inches. Standard features include
double-pane insulating glass with LoE2270 coating, 3-inch stiles and rails, and 1
3
⁄4-inch-thick pine wood construction.Optional sizes for stiles, rails and thickness
are available, as are glass types, hardware,
screens, sills and divided lites.

❙❙➤ www.kolbe-kolbe.com

Slide into Low Maintenance

The Winco 3600 sliding aluminum
window is designed to provide years of
low-maintenance, according to its manufacturer. The window features a 3 1⁄4-inch
frame depth, mainframe and sash with
.062-mil wall thickness, and .080-mil
thick sill for performance and durability.
The window features an AzoBraid thermally broken sash and frame; dual insucontinued on page 34
www.usglassmag.com
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What can
an extra
inch and
a half
give you?
More.
One of the only products on the market to combine superior thermal
performance with a larger, more versatile span, Kawneer’s newest
Trifab® 601 Series Framing System is built with a 6" frame – that’s an
inch and a half more than a traditional storefront. Available in standard,
thermally broken and ultra thermally broken, the new Trifab® 3-in-1 platform
offers more flexibility, more drama, more options for you to design bigger,
better buildings. An extra inch and a half makes a world of difference.

Architectural Aluminum Systems
Entrances + Framing
Curtain Walls
Windows

kawneer.com
kawneergreen.com
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continued from page 32

displays

Heighten Displays

I-Design display system

The I-Design display system was created by DAC Products to easily configure various components to show different styles of doors and windows.
It is made to break down, transport and reassemble quickly, allowing suppliers to build displays for showrooms or trade show booths.
❙❙➤ www.dacproducts.com

lating glass with optional integral blinds;
a 4-sided fin seal weatherstrip on its exterior; a sweep lock at the meeting rail, along
with an extruded auto-jamb lock; an integral handle on the operable sash; and optional extruded aluminum screens.

❙❙➤ www.wincowindow.com

Get Equal Sightlines

The new 4800 series from J. Sussman
Inc. offers equal sightlines in both ventilator and fixed-lite configurations, according to the company. Ventilators are
indistinguishable from fixed lites and
concealed from the exterior, according
to the company. The windows also are
thermally broken using thermal strip
technology that allows different finishes
to be placed on both the interior and
exterior. The windows are available as
project-in vents, inswing casements,
fixed lites or combinations of each.

❙❙➤ www.jsussmaninc.com

curtainwall and storefronts

Six Inches, Three Levels

technology to provide three levels of
thermal performance: the non-thermal Trifab 601, the single thermal
break Trifab 601T and the dual thermal break 601UT (Ultra Thermal).
The system allows for the use of current
4 ½-inch-deep horizontal members from
center-set Trifab framing systems. It can
be glazed from either inside or outside to
meet specific project requirements. The
system also uses the company’s high-performance sill design, in which the sill attaches to the flashing by way of a raceway.
The sill includes a screw-applied enddam, which ensures positive and tight
joints between the sill flashing and enddam, according to the company.
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❙❙➤ www.efcocorp.com

Get Some Shade

❙❙➤ www.kawneer.com

A New Curtainwall in Town

EFCO Corp. has unveiled its new
8750XD unitized curtainwall, a part of
its Xtherm family of products. The system is designed to provide the structural elements needed in mid- to

The Trifab 601 series framing system from Kawneer Co. Inc., an Alcoa
business, features a 6-inch depth and
utilizes the company’s exclusive dual
IsoLock lanced pour and debridge

Kawneer Trifab 601 series framing
system

high-rise projects, while also providing
thermal performance and design flexibility, according to company officials.
The new aluminum curtainwall
leverages Duracast fiberglass composite technology in a patent-pending
thermal break design. The system is
shop-fabricated and assembled and
provides a U-factor of 0.31.

ThermaShade from YKK

8750XD unitized curtainwall from
EFCO

YKK AP America designed its ThermaShade thermally broken sunshade to
reduce solar heat gain for energy efficiency. The ThermaShade features a
thermally broken anchor designed to
minimize energy transfer into curtainwall systems. The system is available in
a wide range of design and color options, according to the company.
continued on page 36
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Erdman® Commercial Glass Lines provide safe and easy handling and precise manufacturing.
We can help you achieve increased production and a higher level of consistent quality
product. Product rejection is significantly reduced. Contact us today for an Erdman®
Commercial Equipment Catalog!
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continued from page 34

ThermaShade is a part of the company’s enerGfacade line, a suite of energy-saving architectural products for
commercial buildings. The line was created to provide ecologically sustainable
and economically sensible solutions for
the entire building envelope, according
to the company.

❙❙➤ www.ykkap.com

software

Finding “Neo”

Storefronts and More

Thermal Windows Inc. now offers
storefront framing and custom entrances. Within the product line, the
company provides color-matched finishes from a single source for commercial projects of any size. The
screw-spline framing system comes
in thermally broken, non-thermal and

FeneTech recently released its new Neo FeneVision software. Company officials say the latest generation of its software is more flexible than past versions, with an ultra-modern user interface featuring numerous new features
and functionality. In addition, Neo offers support for iPad and other mobile
tablets. Among this support is a new FeneVision Neo mobile delivery app—a
fully native, in-house developed, app for iPad to optimize the delivery process
of goods to the final customer.
The fully integrated iDashboards, fully graphical and interactive, also offer
management tools to monitor a company’s sales, production and performance
as well as delivery process, according to FeneTech.
❙❙➤ www.fenetech.com
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The Carlyle Place Condos in
Alexandria, Va., utilize Thermal
Windows's Series 527 horizontal
sliding windows, along with its
sliding glass doors and more.

interior profiles. Doors are available
in narrow, medium and wide stiles,
with a wide selection of standard
hardware. Any of the doors can include a 10-inch bottom rail. All of the
products are made from recycled aluminum, to help projects qualify for

www.usglassmag.com
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LEED certification, according to the
company.

❙❙➤ www.thermalwindows.com

Curtainwall … on Impact

Mapes Panels LLC offers an impactresistant line of laminated panels for
use in curtainwall, storefront and
window applications where design elements require high-impact/highload materials. MapeShield panels
can be used in any framing system
design for this type of application.
The panels can match any architectural finish, including porcelain,
kynar, anodized and baked enamel,
according to the company. Custom applications, including bullet-resistant
and Class 1 blast-resistant panels, also
are available.

❙❙➤ www.mapespanels.com
continued on page 38
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fire-resistant products

Safti First Adds Options

Safti First has added the SaftiFire
framing AL20 system to its product
line.
SaftiFire framing AL20 is a 20minute, full-vision, stile and rail aluminum door that incorporates
SuperLite I clear specialty tempered
glazing. SuperLite I with PPG
Starphire Ultra-Clear and SuperLite I
pattern glass also are available glazing options.
The door is available in sizes up to
4 feet by 9 feet for both single and
pair doors. It also comes with a 5-inch
stile and 5 1⁄2-inch top rail, and an adjustable bottom rail that can accommodate irregular floor conditions.
The doors are delivered factoryglazed and prepped for hardware for
easy installation.
❙❙➤ www.safti.com

AL20 door

BriteGuard® Professional Surface Protection
For shower enclosures, glass doors, balustrades and windows and more - our "smart surface"
protection system combats soil adhesion, corrosion and scum build-up on glass surfaces.
Easy to apply and cost effective.
Visit www.BriteGuard.com for more information.

®
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Glazed Surface Protection
Bohle America,
America Inc. · 10924 Granite Street · Suite 200 Charlotte, NC 28273 · T +1 877 678 2021 (toll free) · sales@bohle-america.com
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continued from page 37

interlayers

Light to Dark—Naturally

Pleotint has introduced an environmentally interactive architectural glass interlayer that lightens and darkens by itself, with no mechanical intervention. The
interlayer adjusts based on changing levels of ambient temperature and sunlight.

Architects
Technical On-line
Training Course
Selecting Insulating Glass Sealants for Durability
and Energy Efficiency provides an overview of the
characteristics insulating glass (IG) sealants
must provide to ensure long-term thermal
performance, structural durability and longevity
of insulating glass units (IGUs).
This is an AIA course and is absolutely free and
offered on an online platform making
it easier for professionals to get their learning
units at their own pace.

For more information visit:
www.aecdaily.com/sponsor/fenzi

Glasswork, Victoria, Australia utilizing Pleotint’s Suntuitive

The interlayer, known as Suntuitive and developed in conjunction with PPG, is
designed to reduce the need for shades and blinds. The interlayer also can help
manage a building’s needs for passive solar gain, solar control and natural daylight transmittance, according to the company. In addition, the interlayer offers
sound-dampening properties.
❙❙➤ www.pleotint.com

light control products

OGI Has New Sunshade

Ohio Gratings Inc. has launched Sunshade+, a new sunshade product designed to provide maintenance access for
low-rise buildings. The lightweight product offers a lightweight walking surface
and shading system, according to the

company. It also features an I-bar construction for strength and stability.
Sunshade+ spans are pre-engineered
for safety and manufactured from pressure-locked aluminum, according to
the company, and can easily integrate
into any window system.
The product is designed to carry a
300-lb. concentrated load, is available
in various finishes and is eligible for
LEED credits.

❙❙➤ www.ohiogratings.com

Go Sheer

11 Dansk Court
Toronto, Ontario • M9W 5N6
Tel: 416-674-3831
Fax: 416-674-9323
Toll Free: 1-866-899-6799

www.fenzi-na.com
info@fenzi-na.com
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Sunshade+

Phifer Inc. has introduced its new
SheerWeave Style 4000, 4100 and 4400
series fabrics made with sustainable
Dow Ecolibrium bio-based plasticizers.
“By incorporating DOW ECOLIBRIUM into our process, we not only have
the potential to reduce our own manufacturing carbon footprint but also offer
our end users a greener fabric solution
that maintains the same performance,
look and feel of standard SheerWeave
sun control fabrics,” says Mark Edwards,
www.usglassmag.com
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SheerWeave 4000

senior executive vice president of sales
and marketing for Phifer.
Style 4000, 4100 and 4400 series fabrics are made from 98-percent renewable feedstock and offer a phthalate-free
option, according to the company.

❙❙➤ www.phifer.com

spacers

Try Azon’s New Lock Profile

Azon is introducing a new mechanical lock profile (MLP) sample
kit, a concealed and encapsulated
mechanical lock in an unfilled frame.
The completed sample with the pour
and debridge is ideally suited for
commercial aluminum window,
door, storefront and curtainwall applications, according to the company.

Azon
mechanical
lock profile

The new MLP is designed with a high
temperature-resistant polyurethane
polymer formulation and a wide cavity for thermal performance with a
low U-factor.

❙❙➤ www.azonintl.com
continued on page 40
www.usglassmag.com

NOW
AVAILABLE!

“The One Stop Source For All Window & Door Hardware”

When Your Customers are
Looking to Repair or Upgrade
their Windows and Doors,
Look to Strybuc for the Most
Extensive Line of Replacement
Hardware in the Industry!

www.strybuc.com

For a FREE Catalog, Call June @ 800-352-0800 Ext. - 129
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continued from page 39

Catch the Strut

Technoform Bautec’s structural thermal break system features the company’s Bautec Strut, available in depths
of 2 inches or more. The strut is designed to provide both low U-factors
and condensation resistance, along
with thermal performance. In addition,

than 200 standard extruded profiles.

❙❙➤ www.technoform.us

glass handling

Handle with Care

A heavy-duty, high-capacity vacuum
lifter designed for handling heavy ferrous and nonferrous plate and sheet
from the top for loading cutting tables
is now available from Anver Corp.

The Anver E-Series mill-duty vacuum
lifter allows one person to handle all ferrous and nonferrous materials including
stainless steel and aluminum clad parts;
one plate or sheet at a time, from the top
without magnet beams, chains and
hooks. The system features an all-welded
steel frame and fully adjustable cross
beams. It can be integrated with an overhead crane, incorporate redundant power

Technoform Bautec Strut

when the strut is used, products easily
can be manufactured with two-tone
finishes, because interior and exterior
components can be finished before assembly, according to the company.
The Bautec Strut is available in more
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Anver E-Series

www.usglassmag.com
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glass handling

Meet “Friendly”

stations, and be set up for radio control.
The system can be custom-built with
capacities up to 60,000 pounds and
multiple rectangular or round suction
cups and double-spring suspensions.

❙❙➤ www.anver.com

window film

Johnson Offers Nightscape
Johnson
Nightscape

The new Friendly ergonomic manipulator from Famatec S.p.a. can handle up to 1,100 pounds
and is fully counterbalanced, according to
Famatec Friendly
its U.S.-based distributor, Haeco. The system also is designed to eliminate back
strain and work-loss injuries.
The pneumatically powered Famatec
Friendly ergonomic manipulator precisely
counterbalances heavy loads to allow an operator to effortlessly suspend, rotate, tilt and transfer glass, doors or windows with precision, according to the
company. Four different models offer load capacities of 330, 550, 880 and
1100 pounds, with a working radius of 10 feet (3 meters), and some models
up to 20 feet (6 meters).
❙❙➤ haeco.us/materialhandling

fering heat rejection while also reducing
interior and exterior reflectivity. The film
is available for use in both commercial
and residential applications.

❙❙➤ www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Set the Sunscape

Johnson Window Films’ Nightscape
window film features an aluminum metalized layer and a charcoal dyed layer, of-

www.usglassmag.com

Madico Inc. has introduced its new
Sunscape window film for both commercial and residential use. The new film
line includes a full range of solar control

products including the new Purelite 60, a
light window film that provides balanced
solar performance with an attractive
natural appearance on glass.
Sunscape includes a dealer program
with comprehensive marketing support,
including a consumer website with leadgenerating custom dealer pages.

❙❙➤ www.madico.com
continued on page 42
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continued from page 41

hardware

Double Duty

The Dual Force
2190 deadbolt/deadlatch from Adams
Rite is a narrow-stile
interconnected deadbolt and deadlatch
for aluminum entrance systems.

glass cleaners

Clean with Care

Spray-X glass cleaner is an industrial-strength solution designed for use
on glass, windows, mirrors and other hard surfaces. It is non-ammoniated
and utilizes a heavy-duty foam that clings to vertical surfaces.
The cleaner features a 360-degree valve that allows it to be sprayed right
side up or upside down, and it is packaged in a two-piece steal can.
❙❙➤ www.spray-x.com

inside lever retracts both the latch
and dead bolt simultaneously.

❙❙➤ www.adamsrite.com

Heavy-Duty Hinges

The 2190 provides the functionality of a full
mortise lock in a
narrow
stile
package
while
also meeting the
building egress requirements, according to the company.
The Dual Force
2190 also combines
security and control Dual Force
with aesthetic ap- 2190
peal, according to
company officials. With the deadbolt projected, a simple turn of the

Increasing demands for
triple pane and/or laminated glass
have pushed the envelope on
what standard-duty concealed
casement hinges can handle.
As a result, Truth Hardware introduced its new
high performance
hinge, which offers performance
and weight-carrying capabilities to help window manufacturers meet these new requirements.
The hinge can support a 140-pound
sash, which allows manufacturers to
use triple pane and laminated glass
packages in large-size windows, according to the company. The hinge features a patented shoe design with a

glass systems

built-in roller to help reduce friction
during operation and provides smooth
travel even under maximum load.
Truth highperformance hinge

❙❙➤ www.truth.com

acid-etched glass

New from Vetromed

Italy-based Vetromed now offers
Vesat, a float glass with one acid-etched
surface. The product is available in a variety of colors, including bronze, green,
gray and dark-blue. Other options include both single-side and double-side
acid-etched versions. In addition, a
laminated safety version of the glass
also is available, with one or both sides
frosted, according to the company.

❙❙➤ www.vetromed.it

Block It Off

The new GridLock Glass System Series 2100 GL Snap-In Glass
Block from Exterior Technologies Inc. features 2-inch-thick solid
glass blocks. The blocks are made in a snap-in format that simplify both installation and maintenance, according to the company. The blocks also are designed to resist graffiti and protect
against vandalism.
❙❙➤ www.extechinc.com

Go Frameless

Series 2100 GL Snap-In Glass Block
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RACO Interior Products has debuted its “VisionMaster” frameless
system, provided to provide a continuous head and sill detail with no
vertical intersect. The system features three-way butt joint glass with
no aluminum verticals. The system accepts ¼-, 3⁄8-, ½- and 9⁄16-inch
glass without changing its profile, according to the company.
Finally, the company offers power pole raceways as an option for
electrical/computer outlets and switches.
❙❙➤ www.racointeriors.com ■
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BEAUTIFUL, NATURE INSPIRED DESIGN.
FROM SUN CONTROLS TO CURTAIN WALLS, YKK AP’s enerGfacade® SYSTEMS DEFINE BUILDING ENVELOPES

ENTRANCES STOREFRONTS CURTAIN WALLS SUN CONTROLS WINDOWS BALCONY DOORS

800-955-9551 - ykkap.com/innovation
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The Early Beginnings of the Glass Tempering
Association and the Safety Glazing Certification Council
Editor's note: The following is based
on a conversation with Norm Nitschke,
Robert Brown and Stanley Joehlin. An
excerpt of the conversation appears here.
Please visit www.usglassmag.com/digital and click on the July issue for the full
text of the interview.

T

hree retired industry pioneers,
Stanley Joehlin, Robert Brown and
Norm Nitschke, have shared some
of their recollections about the early history of the Glass Tempering Association
(GTA), the predecessor of the presentday tempering division of the Glass Association of North America (GANA), as
well as the beginning of the Safety Glazing Certification Council (SGCC), with
USGlass magazine. What follows is a
summary of their recollections about the
early, formative days of what today is the
tempering division of GANA.
SJ: Norm, how did the GTA get is initial start?
NN: We really need to start with the
early history of Permaglass. I met Harold
McMaster [founder of Permaglass and
co-founder of Glasstech] in 1948, the
year Permaglass was formed, but it was
1951 before the company was large
enough to pay both our salaries. That’s
when I joined Harold as vice president of
engineering. In those early days, we were
looking to temper anything and everything to get our business started. One of
the first markets was in tempering small
pieces of glass used on the top of department store counters. The annealed
glass separators used to separate small
nickel-and-dime items were always
breaking so we provided an alternative.
That became a business. In fact, one of
the original Permaglass shareholders
helped sell glass to chain stores such as
Woolworth and J.C. Penney.
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Television came along in the 1950s. We
started tempering glass for televisions
with 7-inch diameter sets and rapidly increased in size up to 15- to 16-inch sets.
We were able to add Dick Dooley, then
head of Admiral Corp., to the Permaglass
board of directors and he gave us an
entry to the television set manufacturers.
By 1954-55 we were selling to Admiral,
Magnavox, Motorola and others.
By that time, too, other people learned
enough about tempering to be able to pass
the Underwriters Laboratories (UL) safety
tests—which was quite an accomplishment in those early days. As purchasing
agents began pushing for lower prices, the
idea to develop a standard took shape as a
way to gain more acceptance of tempered
glass for use as a safety implosion plate in
those early TV sets. This became more important as the size of TVs increased.
The bigger the tube got, the more glass
flew into the room when the tube imploded—which they invariably did in
those early days. Permaglass had hired
Bob Kohl as marketing manager, and he,
along with Sarah Levin of Hamilton Glass,
Gerard Kellick of Chicago Dial and Tony
Feldmeier of Marsco, led the effort. By the
end of 1958, Hordis Brothers Inc., Dearborn Glass Co., Virginia Glass Products
and Eagle Convex also were involved.
One of the first things we did was hunt
up someone to help make the association
go. We employed two women in Chicago;
Muriel Collie was hired as an executive
assistant …
BB: Minita Wescott was the other one.
She served as executive director.
NN: They set up meetings at airports,
mostly in Red Carpet rooms, and other
places we could get four or five people
together. We started an engineering
committee. Those early discussions
were all about standards for the TV im-

plosion plates and other possible tempered glass markets.
SJ: So the first meetings of the initial
group of GTA members were in 1958?
NN: Yes.My files show the bylaws were
adopted May 22, 1958, and revised in
March of 1959. Not long after that our
membership grew and glass suppliers—
PPG, St. Gobain and LOF [now Pilkington]—began to send representatives.
By 1960 or 1961, Bob Kohl was elected
the first president and, I believe, Tony
Feldmeier was the first chair of the Standards and Engineering Committee.
BB:Were Shatterproof Glass and Hordis
Brothers Glass involved at that time?
NN: Yes, Shatterproof, represented by
John Hartman, was invited to join in
1960. Hordis Glass was a member back
in 1958.
SJ: Did you lead the first technical
efforts for Permaglass or did Mr. Kohl
do that?
NN: Kohl acted as president. I went to
all the meetings. We looked to Permaglass
for anything in the engineering arena in
those early years.
BB: What standards did you have, if
any? You mentioned Underwriters Lab
earlier.
NN: Well, if you were manufacturing
television sets, you had to have a UL approval to be able to sell the set. From a
safety point of view, it primarily was the
impact test of the bezel (the frame that
held the glass in) and the tempered glass
itself. As I remember, a 2- or 3-pound
steel ball had to bounce off the glass from
what seemed to be incredible heights for
us at that time.
One of the problems the association encountered involving the use of tempered
glass in the television industry was the
discussion of acceptable testing methods.
We had the opportunity to help form UL’s
www.usglassmag.com
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Norm Nitschke

Robert Brown

opinion of what would be suitable for an
implosion test in their Chicago office.
BB: Did you have any guidelines
from the Europeans for various uses, as
compared to our domestic practices at
that time?
NN: They didn’t seem to be as advanced as far as television implosion or
cathode ray tube use of glass. We ran a
number of implosion tests by setting up
the cathode ray tube and implosion plate
in front of it, and snipping off the back of
the tube in the electronic gun area. The
tube would implode and the glass came
out the front and back, in all directions.
We did several tests at the Underwriters’
lab in Chicago and got some kind of an
idea of what the degree of temper had to
be to keep the glass from going out on the
floor. When a larger tube (we got up to
16-, 18- or 19-inch tubes) would implode,
the glass would go 30 feet into the room.
It was a little disconcerting to implode
without an implosion plate.
The implosion plate business decreased rapidly when Kimball Division
of Owens Corning developed a metal retaining band which, when combined
with a thick glass face, eliminated the
need for a separate implosion plate to
prevent glass from an imploding tube
from flying into the room.
BB: Were you making automotive tempered at that point in time? When was the
beginning of the technical committee for
those that were tempering?
NN: We had started in the automotive
business in 1957. Somehow I saw the
drawings of the 1957 Chrysler Imperial
that had curved sidelites—the first automobile we had seen with curved sidelites.
At that time PPG and LOF were working
under a consent decree to settle a case with
the government. I told Harold that I
thought, because of the consent decree, we
www.usglassmag.com

Stanley Joehlin

might be able to do some work in tempered glass in automobiles without getting
our glass supply from PPG or LOF cut off.
We started looking at the requirements
of the Z26 Auto Glass Standard at that
time. The early Z26 standard was written
in 1933. Advertising literature of both
PPG and LOF flatly stated that glass less
than 1⁄4-inch thick could not be tempered
for automotive use. So the idea evolved
that maybe Permaglass could do something less than 1⁄4-inch thick as an entry
into the automotive market.
I went down to our Payne, Ohio, plant
to make the test samples. I then took those
1-foot squares up to the Chrysler Glass
Lab to Ernie Edge, their glass lab manager.
We started dropping the 1⁄2-pound ball.
The requirement was to drop it from 10
feet and bounce it off without breakage.
The first piece of glass that Ernie tested
bounced off at 21 feet. They thought that
was a fluke and decided to try a few more.
We always came up over 15 feet with 7⁄32inch sheet glass. We used 7⁄32-inch sheet
because float was on its way but wasn’t
there yet. Sheet was cheaper to buy.
BB: Maybe a little stronger, too, at the
time, with a fire-polished surface …
NN: That was the reasoning on our
part. It took from 1957 to 1960 before all
the states had agreed in their legislatures
that tempered safety glass under the Z26
standard could be used in car sidelites.
Between the first trial and getting the
Chrysler business, we supplied all of the
Studebaker Champion cars and a quarter of the American Motors sidelites. (The
backlites were already tempered.)
With General Motors’ support, Ohio
had a real campaign to keep laminated
safety glass in the sidelites. The replacement glass industry was a very large
business, and there were proposals in 14
state legislatures trying to outlaw tem-

pered glass in the sidelites. I was active in
Ohio, but Ford Motor and/or Chrysler
were active in all 14 states. Finally, in
1960, General Motors decided it would
use tempered glass in their cars.
During the early 1960s, the use of architectural safety glass grew gradually
and we joined the technical committee of
the Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association (AAMA) [not to be
confused with the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association] to promote
tempered glass for use in patio doors.
Permaglass had a plant down in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., and, about this time,
we helped form the national study
group to analyze injuries from patio
door glass. This came about when Bob
Kohl invited Bill White from the thenDepartment of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) of the federal government to stay at a house Permaglass had
in Ft. Lauderdale. We talked with him
about how we could get figures as to
how many glass accidents there were.
The study group included the National
Safety Council, HEW Department, as well
as representatives of the float glass manufacturers, including PPG and LOF. The
late Don Vild, then with LOF, was active
in this effort. I think the resulting study
disclosed that the AAMA was having
problems with quality.
The association only had a proposed
quality requirement, but none in place at
that time. Everybody wanted to make the
frames for architectural doors and windows lighter and lighter. Frank Fitzgerald,
then executive director of AAMA, said
what the group needed was a quality control standard. AAMA could make it a requirement of the organization that, in
order to belong (the association had 200
continued on page 46
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continued from page 45
members at that time), members would
agree to adhere to the control standards
for the aluminum-gauge size.
Next, the type of safety glass came into
question. Permaglass helped organize the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) sectional committee for architectural glass in 1962. I was the chair of the
drafting committee charged with writing
the standard for safety glass. For the next
two years, everybody wanted approval.
AFG [now AGC] wanted to have wired
glass approved; LOF wanted to have laminated glass as an approved material; we
wanted to see tempered glass material
approved; and then the plastics people
with acrylic bathtub enclosures, etc.,
wanted to have that as a safety glazing. So
we went from place to place and showed
the plans of what things we would do as
a committee. I remember a visit to the
LOF plant (in 1963, I think) where the
company was going demonstrate the car
crash dummy system it had developed
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together with General Motors. On the way
down to that meeting at the East Toledo
LOF Research Lab I made a detour to an
athletic store on Superior Street in Toledo
where I picked up a punching bag. The
Z26 test was not only the ball test. A bag
full of lead shot would drop onto the glass
to show impact from a body in a car
crash. While we were at LOF I asked one
of the company’s people to cut a hole in
the top of the punching bag and fill it full
of lead shot to see how much it weighed.
The thought was, instead of carrying it
up a ladder to drop vertically as in the
Z26 test, if we could determine what kind
of impact this ought to be, maybe a simple pendulum test against the glass supported in the design frame might
reproduce the impact. That visit had to
be about 1963 when I was chair of the
committee. I think it had to be in 1965
when the next meeting of this ANSI standard committee for architectural glass
was held in New York. I remember

Fitzgerald and Bob McKinley, PPG’s technical services director for architectural
products, were stuck overhead in an airplane. While circling they had used a
slide rule to calculate how much energy a
14-year-old boy, weighing so much and
running full speed into a patio door,
would push into the glass.
So we had a starting point, but then we
thought that that was a pretty high figure
and it would not be likely that he would
hit it all at once anyway; he would hit it
with arms, elbows and head. So we came
up with a lower figure, which happened
to be something like this punching bag
swinging on a pendulum drawn up to
about four feet would produce.
This became the Standard. ■
Visit www.usglassmag.com/digital
or scan the Microsoft Tag
at right with your mobile
phone to continue reading this article in full.
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Architects Talk About the Glass Products
They’re Using as Well as Ones They’d Like to See
by Ellen Rogers

Gustavo Rodriguez

What are some of the newest glazing products you’ve worked with? We are using two
advanced glazing products–Solera by Advanced Glazings Ltd. and SeriousGlass from Serious
Windows–on the Golisano Institute for Sustainability, a new building we designed with SWBR
Architects on the campus of Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) in Rochester, N.Y.

How did you learn about these products? RIT, our client, wanted a new academic building
that maximized daylight while at the same time maximized thermal performance. We conducted a lot of research as to which products would meet the client’s needs aesthetically and
economically, but most importantly for a LEED platinum building, energy efficiency aspects.

What are the features/benefits you like about these products? The Solera products are
translucent, nanogel-filled insulating glass units that are designed to fit into standard curtainwall or window systems. They
offer high insulation and energy efficiency, and greatly reduce glare while allowing diffused light into the space.
However, you have to keep in mind that since it is translucent it has impacts on views to the outside. SeriousGlass is a high-performance insulating product that increases energy efficiency while allowing
daylight into the space. It’s a great solution for buildings with climate and site challenges
since it offers such flexibility.

Is there anything you are looking for in glazing products you’ve not
yet found? There are many good glazing products out there to meet
the needs of our projects and clients, but it is always a challenge to find one with the right visual characteristics
and high energy performance. It seems you
always have to compromise on one of
these. I would like to find a
glass product that
meets both.

Architects’

Guide
TO GLASS & METAL
A Special Section of USGlass Magazine
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Above and inset, FXFOWLE currently is working on the Golisano
Institute for Sustainability at RIT where they are using a number of
high-performance glazing products.
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rchitects need to design buildings that look good.
They also need to design ones that meet high energy
performance criteria. So, when asked about some of
the latest glazing products that have crossed both their blueprints and minds, it’s not surprising that the products architects talk about relate to both aesthetics and performance.
Jenda Michl, principal of Vertu Studio in Los Angeles, has
worked on small-scale, detail-oriented architectural projects.
One of his recent glazing projects, in fact, was a glass awning
he designed and built for a residence in Boulder, Colo.
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Other architectural firms such as FXFOWLE in New York
take on large-scale projects that incorporate massive
amounts of glass, such as the Javits Center renovation currently underway in New York. Gustavo Rodriguez, CODIA,
LEED, is a senior designer with FXFOWLE currently working
on the Golisano Institute for Sustainability at Rochester Institute of Technology.
Since both Michl and Rodriguez work with glazing in various
different projects and designs, we spoke with them about some
of the new technologies and new glass products they’ve seen.

Jenda Michl

What are some of the newest glazing products with which you’ve worked? Custom printing on glass that’s either clear or frosted. This can be done with or without white ink so that
where you want it to be opaque it is, and where you want the light to come through it can.

How did you learn about these products? A good friend of mine does the printing, a company called AoSA LLC in Huntington Beach, Calif. I have been pushing him toward the architectural market for some time, as he does this printing on metal, carpet, wood, tile, literally any
material. He has two printing processes available, depending on the job. He does both dye sublimation and state-of-the-art UV prints. Neither method emits any toxins; his print shop doesn’t
have any of the chemicals and odors one associates with the industry. For the dye sub process,
even the dye is water-based. One thing that sets him apart from the others is the ability to preand post-process for durability, both wear and tear as well as sun exposure--without harsh chemicals and/or VOC emissions.
He is plugged in with the printer manufacturers, essentially beta testing their newest, best machines.
What are the features/benefits you like about these products? Total customization. It allows graphics on surfaces
we’ve never really thought of doing them on before. For example, a glass shower enclosure can be an integral part of a
bathroom motif/design scheme. It also works on large pieces of glass, whether on exterior/storefront windows or as beautiful partitions inside. All glass railings can also be decorated, either indoors or out. Glass countertops/tabletops (such as
what is often done over a tablecloth). The list goes on and on.

Is there anything you are looking for in glazing products you’ve not yet found? Less expensive mounting hardware and a greater selection of it. On my glass awning, I had to custom fabricate one (expensive piece) and
for the other I used a high-end shower door hinge (which was also expensive). Also, with my
friend’s glass printing, I anticipate using it myself and would love a go-to site
for such hardware. ■

From left to right, Michl says finding a source for cost-effective
mounting hardware would be an ideal new product. He also expects
to see more in the way of printed glass products.
www.usglassmag.com
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Size Matters
Decorative Glass Shines in Small-Scale Applications
by Ellen Rogers

M

Using decorative, printed interlayers, liquidoranges STUDIO created
a 60-inch diameter clock face for a crown prince in Saudi Arabia.

aking a lasting first-impression doesn’t have to be
a budget buster when it comes to architectural glass.
In fact, it’s a nice perk you get when using decorative
glass. Though the products might cost a bit more than standard clear glass, you can make a big impact with a small
amount. For example, designers and owners could spend thousands on a painted or sculpted piece of wall art or they could
spend a fraction of that on a decorative glass feature and
achieve that sought-after wow-effect.
liquidoranges STUDIO is just one company that has gotten
involved with a few projects that used relatively small
amounts of decorative glass that resulted in a huge impression. The Sharon, Mass.-based company utilizes a fabrication process involving laminating decorative interlayers
between lites of glass. Company president Reese Schroeder
says the process the company employs is similar for all its
art glass applications, with differences in glass thickness, art-
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work positioning and combining the art interlayer with other
filters for effect. Two recent projects involved a glass countertop for a home’s guest chef kitchen (the third kitchen in
the home) as well as a 60-inch diameter clock face for a
Crown Prince in Saudi Arabia. While both projects used a
relatively small amount of glass, the impact is big.
In each project, Schroeder says there were specific requirements and aesthetics the glass needed to provide.
“With the counter, the owner was passionate about art and
wanted an art experience his guests would remember,” says
Schroeder. “They were very particular about all the materials going into their guest chef kitchen and the glass countertop had to both tie in and add to the colorations.”
He continues, “What began as a cold call with the client
walking into our shop with a question evolved into ultimately
becoming trusted experts and artists for their vision.”
For the clock face, he says this had to be a very rich, warm
www.usglassmag.com
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experience with lots of detail in the glass. This project was a
direct collaboration between liquidoranges STUDIO and
their client, Medfield, Mass.-based Electric Time Co.’s, David
Cournoyer, vice president of design, who provided the CAD
drawings and reviewed all test panels.

Topping Off
The artwork for the countertop was a somewhat-bychance decision; Schroeder had originally created it for another use back in 2002.
“It was hanging in my office when the client visited, and it
became the basis for the entire design,” Schroeder says. The
client then commissioned liquidoranges to expand upon the
artwork and create the complete countertop. The company
worked to create the artwork digitally, using professional
graphics software.
“We rarely use found images or photographs due to limitations in resolution,” says Schroeder. “Our artworks are
transmitted to RGB laser, which exposes them to a photosensitive PET film. Using vector-based digital files we can
achieve up to 4000 dpi resolution.” He adds that the company
also collaborates with other artists, accepting their artwork
digitally for adaptation to its technology.
The glass countertop consists of three layers of 3⁄8-inch PPG
Starphire tempered glass with white PVB between lites two
and three, with the decorative art interlayer between lites one
and two so that it “floats” inside. The countertop sits on an
LED light panel providing fully dimmable illumination of
the artwork.
“The effect of this is three-dimensional, as the bottom illumination lights up the counter evenly, and the top lighting
passes through the clear glass to the art interlayer, projecting
its image onto the white below as an exact duplicate but offset a bit,” he says. “It’s a beautiful, depth-creating technique
for making the artwork come alive.”

With a 60-inch diameter the size of the clock exceeded
the company’s ability to laminate the art in one piece.
Two pieces had to be aligned perfectly before laminating
was complete.
www.usglassmag.com

This laminated countertop was constructed so that the
decorative interlayer seems to float inside the glass.

What’s a Liquid Orange, Anyway?

That’s got to be a question that Reese Schroeder, president of liquidoranges STUDIO hears frequently, when
asked of his Sharon, Mass.-based company’s name.
Schroeder’s short answer: liquidoranges is a compound
name representing fluidity and life.
“In creating the business in 2008, I wrote down the values most important to me, pertaining to creativity without limits and variants of the sun as life giver and light
giver,” he says. “I wrote down possible company names
that seemed to touch on these values and that resonated
with me. My mentors, supporters and friends voted, and
liquidoranges was the clear winner.”

The countertop glass was constructed as an L configuration, with two lites each approximately 108 inches long by 18
inches wide and 1.25-inch total thickness.
“The countertop was very challenging as it had to be exposed as an object of art, in addition to serving a function.
That required precision polishing of all edgework, including
the 45-degree miter between the two pieces,” he says.“Creation
of the artwork for interlayer production was a lengthy process
as the design is made of thousands of random lines, each in a
slightly different color, all connected and passing through the
larger square design elements to create a tapestry effect.”
The artwork took two weeks to produce and a week of adjustments after the client saw it.
“Everything was hand-laminated in the clean room and it
took about a week before the pieces were ready for the autoclave,” says Schroeder.
continued on page 52
July 2012 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Size
Matters
continued from page 51
In addition to the countertop, liquidoranges also
provided decorative glass cabinets and a backsplash
for the guest chef’s kitchen.

Advantage Glass of Cranston, R.I., was responsible for the
countertop installation.
“We have been asked to do installations around the country, but we always encourage our clients to use local installers
who have everything they need close by,” says Schroeder, who
is also a registered architect. This architectural background,
he says, has been an important resource when it comes to
understanding the installation process.
“We will not release a glass project for production until we
have thoroughly reviewed how it is intended to be installed.
There are many building code requirements that come into
play with glass, as well as structural implications due to
weights and mounting methods,” he says.“It is very important
that these beautiful glass works are reviewed with the knowledge and experience of an architect or engineer, familiar with
attachment detailing, loading, glass thickness, deflection, etc.”

Tick-Tock
To create the clock face, liquidoranges worked closely with
Electric Time Co., which provided the concept in AutoCad
line work format. The resulting artwork was based on the
Mecca Clock Tower in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, at
the private residence of a crown prince.
“We were given creative license to fully develop the concept into a finished piece taking the line work and building
all the colors, gradients, shadowing and other artwork,” says
Schroeder. The artwork was laminated using clear PVB on
both sides for a completely transparent effect.
The decorative laminated glass clock face consists of two
layers of ¼-inch PPG Starphire tempered glass with Saflex
UV clear on both sides of the artwork.
“Electric Time Co. positioned our laminated glass face over
white acrylic as an independent diffuser for its LED illumination,” adds Schroeder.
While the countertop took only a few weeks to bring together, the clock was a bit more intensive. Schroeder says it
took three months, as the company started by producing 12inch test samples to make sure the colors would respond correctly with the LEDs.
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“Once we had the colors correct, photos of the samples
were sent to Saudi Arabia for final approval. The actual layup
took an afternoon with four people,” he says.
Also, at 60 inches, it exceeded the company’s ability to produce the art interlayer in one piece.
“We had to hand-lay the two pieces together side by side
precisely aligned in the clean room and, without disturbing
them, continue with the PVB and top glass. We did it five times
before we got it exactly right,” he says. “Every decorative art
glass project has its challenges and rewards. One thing we
have been very fortunate to maintain with all our work is direct dialogue with the client or the architect. Without that, our
most valuable asset to our clients is lost. The most successful
projects are those where we build lasting relationships.”

Detail Oriented
Small-scale decorative projects, such as this countertop
and clock, are just two examples of what can be achieved
through the use of decorative glazing. Even without the use
of walls and walls and walls of glass, the designers and owners still made a big impact.
“These two art glass projects have incredible detail that can
only be appreciated up close,” says Schroeder. “While we do
bigger, grander projects, the success of every project is all about
scale. It is the scale of the art relative to the viewer. We could
easily do super-large works of incredible detail, but that detail
and effort will be lost. Works of this scale are a lot of fun for us
because we really get to push our creativity and our technology
to the limits, and the results are obvious and appreciated.” ■

E l l e n R o g e r s is a contributing editor
for USGlass magazine and editor of
Decorative Glass magazine. Email her at
erogers@glass.com and follow her on
Twitter @DG_Magazine.
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NewsMakers
promotions

The board of directors for Dallasbased TEPCO Contract Glazing has promoted William Keen, P.E., to president
and chief operating officer. He previously
served as executive vice president and
succeeds Fred Keen, company founder,
who will remain in the role of CEO.
In addition, the company has hired
Ronald Clark and James DeKoch as
senior project managers. Clark’s previous experience includes being director
of engineering with Architectural Wall
Systems and management positions
with Permasteelisa Cladding Technologies and Flour City Architectural Metals. DeKoch’s background includes
senior project management positions
with TRACO and Wausau Windows.
Mark Simowitz also joins TEPCO as
the Oklahoma area manager, based in
Oklahoma City. His most recent position was as senior project manager with
Suntech of Connecticut.
Jason Flack has been
named director of corporate accounts for Firestone
Building Products. In his
new role, he will lead Firestone’s efforts to expand
national distribution and
Jason Flack corporate accounts.
Flack joined the company in 2010 as the Northeastern regional business manager. He brought
with him 13 years of building materials
industry experience, including sales,
national account management and
leadership roles.

obituaries

new hires

SAGE Electrochromics in Faribault,
Minn., has hired Catherine Zhou as
vice president and general manager of
its China operations. Zhou will establish
SAGE’s marketing and sales presence in
China; build a national sales team and
channel distribution network; and set
up marketing, installation, technical
support, and customer service functions, according to the company.
Zhou previously served as the general manager of sales and marketing for
China-based Solatube CECEP Daylight
Technology Co.
Wausau Window and
Wall Systems has hired
Brad Glauser as its architectural sales representative serving the
Northwestern states of
Washington, Oregon and
Brad Glauser northern Idaho.
Glauser will work
closely with the area’s building owners,
architects, general contractors and glazing contractors and is based in Everett,
Wash. Most recently, he worked as a territory and project manager for Pacific
Aluminum Co. in Woodinville, Wash. He
previously worked in Utah with
Weather Master Products and Almega
Commercial Construction Inc.
Drew Garner has joined Trulite Glass
& Aluminum Solutions of Deerfield
Beach, Fla., as chief financial officer
(CFO). He most recently served as CFO for
Ames Taping Tools, a company that rents

Carol Ann Groves, Groves Inc., Crystal Lake, Ill.

Carol Ann Groves, 72, of Crystal Lake, Ill., and Bokeelia, Fla., passed away
in April at Hope Hospice in Cape Coral, Fla. She co-owned Groves Inc. in
McHenry, Ill., with her husband, Hank Groves.
She is survived by her husband of 52 years, Hank; her daughter, Amy Elan
of Geneva, Fla.; and her grandchildren, Ben and McKenna Ritthaler of
McHenry, Ill. She was preceded in death by her daughter, Cristine Marquette;
her brother, Chip Gunther; and her parents.
Hank Groves has requested that memorials be sent to From Our Hearts
Charity, P.O. Box 356, Matlacha, Fla., 33993.
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and sells construction tools and supplies.
Prior to that, he held the position of senior vice president and CFO for Pike Family Nurseries. He also spent 16 years with
Coca-Cola, starting as a senior accountant and holding positions of increasing
responsibility up to U.S. controller.
Garner succeeds Grace Kurowska,
who company officials say left to pursue other interests.

now representing

Brian Ragsdale has
joined Tubelite Inc. of
Walker, Mich., to serve as
client development manager for the new Florida
territory.
Ragsdale has been
Brian Ragsdale in the industry from
more than 15 years
and got his start working in north
Georgia as a glazier in the field with his
father. He moved from installation into
management and sales, including positions with Shaw Industries Group Inc.
in north Georgia, and Ross Glass & Aluminum LLC of Chattanooga, Tenn.
For the last seven years, Ragsdale
worked as a sales representative for
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope, serving
Florida, Alabama and Georgia.
With the recent purchase of Linel
Signature of Mooresville, Ind., Mestek
of Westfield, Mass., is forming a new
group of companies under the umbrella
“Mestek Architectural.” Included in this
group are Linel, Colt Group of England
and the American Warming and Ventilating (AWV) division.
As part of this new organization, Francis O’Neill has joined Mestek as the national sales manager for Mestek
Architectural. He had previously held
senior positions with Architectural Skylight Co. and, most recently, with Ipswich
Bay Glass Co. Reporting to him are two
regional sales engineers, Mike Allen and
Fraser Campbell. O’Neill and his staff
will work with architects and owners and
provide technical support in the applicawww.usglassmag.com
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tion of Linel,AWV and Colt products.
Joe Schultheis has joined Linel as
major project sales manager. He had
previously held senior positions at Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope.

comings and goings

Eric Waterman, the first CEO of the
Ironworker Management Progressive
Action Cooperative Trust (IMPACT), recently announced his retirement during the group’s board of trustees
meeting. Waterman has been the CEO
of the Ironworker Management Progressive Action Cooperative Trust since
it was founded in April of 2003.
Kevin Hilton, the current executive
assistant to the CEO of IMPACT, will become CEO, having worked closely with
Waterman both at the National Erectors
Association and in his current capacity
at IMPACT. ■
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Reviews&Previews
IGMA Holds Summer
Technical Conference
he Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance’s (IGMA)
summer technical conference in Ottawa, Ontario, included a number of committee meetings. Among
these, the technical services committee discussed an ongoing study on thermal stress issues for insulating glass
that would remove barriers for the creation of an ASTM
standard on insulating glass. The committee reported that
the study has been on hold for the past year or so while
IGMA worked on establishing funding for the second
phase of the research. The cost of the second phase has
been estimated at $75,000 to complete, and, at the time
of the meeting, the
group had raised
$12,000 through
its efforts to obtain
funding from other
industry sources
and organizations
The committee
also
completed
work on three new documents, including one on thermal
stress and another on multi-cavity insulating glass units,
which should be available for purchase on the IGMA website in the fall.
Four separate task groups met during the meeting.
“We are working on new information on gas permeability and testing, vacuum insulating glazing and our ongoing
projects with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
and the life cycle assessment of IGUs,” says Margaret
Webb, IGMA executive director. “That work will come to
fruition over the next few years and directly lead to even
more advanced and better products in the industry.”
Attendees heard several presentations during the
event, including one by Deanna Brasseur, a former combat pilot in the Canadian Armed Forces. She challenged
audience members to always be their best and never to
allow obstacles to stand in the way of progress.
Ken Rubis of Dow Corning also provided a presentation about cold bent insulating glass units.
During Rubis’ presentation, attendees saw videos of
unit testing and evaluation of just how far a unit can be
bent and perform as required. “One of the keys with cold
bent glass is discovering where the stress is and understanding how to manage that,” said Rubis. ■
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Azon Saves Energy
“Our main purpose is to provide
high-performance fenestration components
that meet our customers’ sustainability

Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS
September 11-14, 2012

Construct 2012
Sponsored by the Construction
Specifications Institute
Phoenix Convention Center
Phoenix
Contact: Show organizers
at 972/536-6429

September 12-14, 2012

GlassBuild America
Sponsored by the National
Glass Association (NGA)
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Contact: NGA
at 866/342-5642, ext. 300

September 19-22, 2012

Glass Association of North
America (GANA) Fall Conference
Sponsored by GANA
Hilton Chicago
Chicago
Contact: GANA
at 785/271-0208

September 20 – 22, 2012

Auto Glass Week™
(Exhibition/Extravaganza
September 21-22, 2012)
Co-sponsored by AGRR™
magazine, the Auto Glass
Safety Council (formerly the
AGRSS Council Inc.), the
Independent Glass
Association, the National Glass
Association and the National
Windshield Repair Association
(Includes Auto Glass Repair
and Replacement Olympics)
Kentucky International
Convention Center & Louisville
Marriott Downtown
Louisville, Ky.
Contact: AGRR magazine
at 540/720-5584

September 20-22, 2012

International Window Film
Conference and Tint-Off™
(Exhibition/Extravaganza
September 21-22, 2012)
Co-sponsored by WINDOW FILM
magazine and the International WINDOW FILM Association
Kentucky International
Convention Center & Hyatt
Regency Louisville
Louisville, Ky.
Contact: WINDOW FILM magazine
at 540/720-5584

1
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October 1-3, 2012

73rd Conference
on Glass Problems
Sponsored by the Glass
Manufacturing Industry Council (GMIC) and Alfred University
Hilton Cincinnati Netherland
Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio
Contact: GMIC
at 614/523-3033

October 9-11, 2012

2012 METALCON International
Organized by the Metal
Construction Association (MCA)
Donald E. Stephens
Convention Center
Chicago
Contact: MCA
at 847/375-4718

October 14-17, 2012
AAMA National Fall
Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Hyatt Regency Tamaya
Santa Ana Pueblo
(Albuquerque), N.M.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664

goals and expectations.”
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+
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structural thermal barrier polymer

NEW total design system:
MLP™ (mechanical lock profile) for commercial window,
door, storefront and curtain wall applications offers the
best balance of energy efficiency and high strength for
aluminum fenestration products used in the most
demanding climates and conditions.

Contact us to learn about the
role of Azon thermal barriers
in energy conservation.

1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com

October 15-18, 2012

GreenBuild 2012
Sponsored by the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC)
Moscone Center
San Francisco
Contact: USGBC
at 800/795-1747

March 7-8, 2013

Glass Expo Northeast™ 2013
Co-sponsored by the Long Island
Glass Association and USGlass,
DWM and Architects’ Guide to
Glass and Metal magazines
Hyatt Regency Long Island at
Wind Watch Hotel & Golf Club
Long Island, N.Y.
Contact: USGlass
at 540/720-5584

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
October 23-26, 2012

glasstec
Organized by Messe Düsseldorf
Düsseldorf Fairgrounds
Düsseldorf, Germany
Contact: Messe Düsseldorf
North America
at 312/781-5180 ■

Send your events to editor
Penny Stacey at pstacey@glass.com

www.usglassmag.com
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California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
P: 800/223-6594 F: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Architectural Glass,
General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Digital Printing

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Fire-Rated Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
Anti-Reflective Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

McGrory Glass, Inc.
1400 Grandview Avenue
Paulsboro, NJ 08066
P: 800/220-3749 F: 856/579-3232
www.mcgrory.com
fire@mcgrory.com

ŶƟ-ZĞŇĞĐƟǀĞ'ůĂƐƐ
фϬ͘ϱйƌĞŇĞĐƟŽŶ

ϴϬϬ-ϮϮϬ-ϯϳϰϵͬǁǁǁ͘ŵĐŐƌŽƌǇ͘ĐŽŵ
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General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Film Covered Wire

Acid Etched Glass

McGrory Glass, Inc.
1400 Grandview Avenue
Paulsboro, NJ 08066
P: 800/220-3749 F: 856/579-3232
www.mcgrory.com
Luxar@mcgrory.com

Decorative

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | July 2012

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Hurricane-Resistant

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Laminated

Argo
Edge
Seal

®

PLUS

Dow Corning Corporation
2200 West Salzburg Road
Midland, MI 48686
P: 989/496-6000
www.dowcorning.com/construction
construction@dowcorning.com

Curved/Bent

FIGHTS
DAMAGE
DUE TO:
■ Moisture
■ Cleaners
■ Solvents

3DWHQW1R

ADHESIVES/SEALANTS
Adhesives, General

Enhanced Edge
Protection For
TPU & PVB
Laminated Glass
Composites

Argotec

®

Urethane Film & Sheet

SEE US IN SWEETS
53 Silvio O. Conte Drive
*UHHQ¿HOG0$86$
(413)772-2564
info@argotec.com
www.argotec.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
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Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Laminated,
Glass-Polycarbonate

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
P: 800/223-6594 F: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

Pattern Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Radiation Shielding

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

McGrory Glass, Inc.
1400 Grandview Avenue
Paulsboro, NJ 08066
P: 800/220-3749 F: 856/579-3232
www.mcgrory.com
xray@mcgrory.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
www.usglassmag.com

Screenprinted Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Tempered

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Wired Glass

McGrory Glass, Inc.
1400 Grandview Avenue
Paulsboro, NJ 08066
P: 800/220-3749 F: 856/579-3232
www.mcgrory.com
sales@mcgrory.com
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
X-Ray Fluoroscopic

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
X-Ray Protective

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
P: 800/327-3320 F: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
P: 800/444-XRAY or 800/444-9729
F: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
ARCHITECTURAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
P: 800/221-4169 F: 417/235-7313

US Horizon Mfg., Inc.
28577 Industry Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355
P: 877/728-3874 F: 888/440-9567
www.ushorizon.com
COMMERCIAL
WINDOWS
Commercial Windows,
General

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
P: 855/USA-ALUM F: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
Fire-Rated Windows

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

CURTAINWALL
Curtainwall, General

Metals, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
P: 855/USA-ALUM F: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
P: 800/432-8132 F: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

BATHROOM SPECIALTIES
Shower Door Hardware

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
P: 800/421-6144 F: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com

TM

continued on page 60
Get your
company noticed!
Place your listing
today. Prices start at
just $350 per year.
Don’t miss out!
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Fire-Rated Doors

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
P: 855/USA-ALUM F: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
DECORATIVE GLASS
Decorative Glass, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Etched Glass

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Glue Chip

International Glass Specialists
2005 Venture Park
Kingsport, TN 37660
P: 423/578-7700 F: 423/578-6500

DOORS
Bullet Resistant

Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
P: 866/930-7807
www.tssbulletproof.com
United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Closers

Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
P: 800/348-2263 F: 510/483-4500
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SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
P: 888/653-3333 F: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Fire-Rated
Framing Systems

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
P: 888/653-3333 F: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

General Door Hardware

INFORMATION
& ORGANIZATIONS
Associations

Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance
300 -1500 Bank Street
Ottawa, ON K1H 1B8
365 - 27 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606-2800
P: 613/233-1510 F: 613/482-9436
www.igmaonline.org
enquiries@igmaonline.org

INSULATING GLASS
AND COMPONENTS

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Akron Hardware
1100 Killian Road
Akron, OH 44312
P: 800/321-9602 F: 800/328-6070

Airspacers

DOOR COMPONENTS

Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
P: 800/346-6628 F: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
P: 800/421-6144 F: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurance.com

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
P: 800/522-2940 F: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Door Frames, Metal

USA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
P: 855/USA-ALUM F: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
DOOR HARDWARE AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
P: 800/522-2940 F: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com
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Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
P: 360/653-6666 or 800/343-8360
F: 360/653-9884

Muntin Bars

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
P: 360/653-6666 or 800/343-8360
F: 360/653-9884

Spacers

Quanex Building Products
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
P: 740/439-2338 F: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

Units, Bent-Curved

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
P: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
F: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING
GLASS MACHINERY
AND EQUIPMENT

IGE Glass Technologies Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
P: 561/741-7300 F: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com

Production Lines

Quanex Building Products
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
P: 740/439-2338 F: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
P: 763/389-9475 F: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com

IGE Glass Technologies Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
P: 561/741-7300 F: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com

Laminated Lines/
Machinery

Casso-Solar
Technologies LLC
506 Airport Executive Park
Nanuet, NY 10954
P: 845/354-2010 F: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com
sales@cassosolartechnologies.com

MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Acid Etched Mirror

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
P: 888/320-3030 F: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Antique Mirror

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
P: 201/553-1850 F: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Avenue
Woodmere, NY 11598

www.usglassmag.com
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P: 516/295-0055
F: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@spancraft.com

Timeless Reflections
111 W. Erie St.
Spring Valley, IL 61362
P: 815/663-8148 F: 866/928-3330
www.antiqued-mirrors.com

SERVICES
Shop Drawings

Drafting Services
by Scott Brown, Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
P: 770/461-8092 F: 678/489-9037

SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Skylight, General

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

SOFTWARE
Software, General

PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
P: 908/806-7824 F: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

Point of Sale

Quest Software Inc.
1000 E. Sturgis St., Suite 8
St. Johns, MI 48879
P: 800/541-2593 F: 517/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com

SOLAR GLAZING
MACHINERY

IGE Glass Technologies Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
P: 561/741-7300 F: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com

STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Storefront Material,
General

Oldcastle
BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
www.usglassmag.com

throughout North America
P: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Pittco Architectural
Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
P: 800/992-7488 F: 847/593-9946
www.pittcometals.com
info@pittcometals.com

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

Bohle America
10924 Granite Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273
P: 704/887-3457 F: 704/887-3456
www.bohle-america.com

Glass Restoration

GlasWeld Systems
29578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
P: 541/388-1156 F: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com

WINDOW HARDWARE

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave., Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
P: 800/352-0800 F: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Stiffeners

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
P: 360/653-6666 or 800/343-8360
F: 360/653-9884

WINDOWS
Blast Resistant

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
P: 301/218-7920 F: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com ■
To place your
listing, please
contact Tina Czar at
540/602-3261
or email
tczar@glass.com.
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continued from page 64

commonly used expressions that are currently trendy.That’s all.”
“But I still don’t understand why people can’t just use
words that get straight to the point. What is to be gained
by playing cutesy, so to speak, with words when you are
talking to someone? Who gains from that? Why can’t people just say what they mean and be done with it?”
“Not sure how to answer that, Mooch. I guess it is just
human nature for people to want to feel like they are
trendy … or at least to feel that they are giving others that
impression. But listen, Mooch, I’ve gotta run so I’ll answer
one more of these, but then I’m outta here.”
“Okay, Hill. My life coach says I need to form strategic alliances with the right people and this one really baffles
me. I mean, to me, a strategic alliance is when the guy you
gotta go up against is tougher than you, so to speak, so
you bring in some extra muscle. You know what I mean?”

What is to be gained by playing
cutesy, so to speak, with words
when you are talking to someone?
Who gains from that? Why can’t
people just say what they mean
and be done with it?

“Listen, Mooch, let’s say I have a can of soup but no can
opener, and you have an opener but no soup. Well, we
could form a strategic alliance whereby we share our resources and thereby both of us can have a meal. Get it?”
“What kind of soup is it?”
“It doesn’t matter what kind of soup it is. The idea is that
we would need each other if we were going to both have
something to eat.”
“You know, Hill, you’re sometimes as confusing as my life
coach. If I don’t like whatever soup you got, why would I share
my can opener? In fact, why shouldn’t I just sell you my can
opener, so to speak, and then get something to eat that I really wanted?”
“Mooch, you called me and asked for help so if you don’t
want to share my soup or appreciate my answers that’s okay
with me.”
“I called you because my life coach told me that his goal is to
be robust in building a strategic alliance with me so that at the
end of the day he can help me find my wheelhouse, so to speak.”
“Okay, enough. But let me ask you just one question if I can,
Mooch. Specifically, at the end of the day, is it possible that
this robust guy with whom you are building a strategic alliance
in an effort to find your wheelhouse and to whom you refer as
your life coach is in actuality … your parole officer?”
“Well, Hill … maybe, so to speak.” ■
July 2012 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Industry Services
Bieber Consulting
Group, LLC

Is a group of retired Glass Industry Executives with the ability to solve your problems, grow your business and add to your
revenue stream. With over 40 years of expertise managing sales and profits, we
know cost reduction, sales & marketing,
finance, glass fabrication, safety, purchasing, labor relations and more. To explore
how we can be of benefit to you, call Paul
Bieber at 603/242-3521 or email paulbaseball@msn.com

Let Keytech Be Your Key
to Solving A Problem

Keytech North America is a full-service research and technical provider to the glass
and metal industry. If you are in need of
market research or analysis, technical services including remediation expertise, or
business consultation and advice, Keytech
North America can help. The Keytech team
of experts brings with it more than 150
years of experience in all phases of the
glass and metal industry. Contact Keytech
North America in confidence.
Keytech North America
630/468-2848
info@keytechna.com
www.keytechna.com

Products for Sale

All Machines in Stock
• Non-Autoclave Laminating Machine
for EVA, SGP (Dupont) & PVB

• Tempering Furnace - Flat & Bending
ALL SIZES

• New 8 Spindle Beveler.
• New 9 Spindle flat Edger/Miter. Ideal
for shower doors. Our best seller. Over
200 installed and operating in US.
• New Shape Edger/Beveler.
Prices EXW Miami. Includes free installation/training/spare parts. In-house
technical support. Machines in stock.
www.jordonglass.com
Ph: 800/833-2159.
E-mail: sales@jordonglass.com
Celebrating our 30th anniversary!

Curved China Cabinet Glass

Stock curves fit most cabinets. Most sizes
$90, $95, $98 delivered. Zone charges
may apply. Call 512/237-3600, Peco Glass
Bending, PO Box 777, Smithville, TX 78957.

Used Equipment
USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

www.glassmachinerysales.com
Ph: 724/348-8450

A leader in glass fabrication and tempering serving
the interior glass markets is seeking a
Sales Manager to develop new business and
manage sales team. Visit www.cgcglass.com
for details. Send resumes to lgm@cgcglass.com

Director of Sales
Amesbury Extruded Products- a custom extruder of quality thermal plastic
profiles is seeking a qualified & experienced Sales Director. The individual is responsible for identifying, implementing & coordination of all Divisional programs & directives at targeted customers & markets. Develop new markets &
grow sales in targeted markets.
Qualifications:
BA/BS in business required with a master level experience with LEAN or Six
Sigma, minimum of 5 years’ of field sales experience with technical knowledge of
Fenestration Industry.
Email resumes to ppijobs@amesbury.com
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Employment/
Help Wanted
Project Manager

Alliance Glazing Technologies is seeking
an experienced Senior Project Manager
in Dallas, TX. Must be self-motivated,
have a positive attitude, and be aggressive.
Position has growth and leadership potential for the right individual. Experience
in curtain wall, windows, and metal panels required. Benefits include retirement,
health insurance, and paid time off. Send
resume to resumes@agmindustries.com

Assistant Project Manager/
Project Manager Wanted

Nationally recognized top 30 commercial
glazing company, which is well established on the east coast, is looking for an
experienced Assistant Project Manager/Project Manager to work out of our
Capitol Heights Maryland facility. Candidate must possess exceptional work ethic,
and must be highly organized.
Candidate must have a minimum of 5
years glass experience for PM and 1 year
for APM with the ability to handle a multiple mid to large scale commercial glass
and aluminum projects.
Candidate must also be very proficient in
all MS, internet, and e-mail applications.
We offer top salary (commensurate with
experience), 401-K, medical, dental, life,
holidays, and vacation. Team oriented individual a MUST. E-mail resume to:
glassresume123@gmail.com

Monthly Newscast

• One-on-One Interviews
• Top Stories
• Industry Overviews

www.USGNN.com

To place a classified listing, please call
Janeen Mulligan at 540/602-3255,
or email jmulligan@glass.com.
www.usglassmag.com
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AGC Flat Glass North America

Phone

Fax

Web Address

800/234-9380

404/446-4221

www.us.agc.com

800/788-5942

269/373-9285

www.azonintl.com

877/678-2021

704/247-8240

www.bohle-america.com

21

Ashton Industrial

+44 (0)1279 624 810 +44 (0)1279 626 615 www.ashton-industrial.com

15

Banom Inc.

800/227-7694

57

California Glass Bending

22

Corning

23

Electronic Design to Market Inc.

419/861-1030

419/861-1031

38

Fenzi North America

416/674-3831

416/674-9323

57

37

31
17

35

Azon Systems Inc.

Bohle America Inc.

Cardinal LG
EFCO Corp.

Erdman Automation

55

F. Barkow Inc.

65

Glasswerks L.A. Inc.

36

GlasWeld Systems Inc.

40,46,53 Glass Association of North America
55

Glas Troesch

800/456-8393

800/223-6594

310/549-5398

www.calglassbending.com

800/220-3749

484/229-9164

www.mcgrory.com

952/935-1722
800/221-4169
763/389-9475

800/558-5580

952/935-5538

www.efcocorp.com

763/389-9757

www.erdmanautomation.com

414/332-8217

www.barkow.com

www.glasswebsite.com

800/220-3749

484/229-9162

www.mcgrory.com

888/789-7810

888/789-7820

800/919-7181

561/741-3071

33

Kawneer Co. Inc.

770/449-5555

39

MyGlassTruck.com

41

55

JLM Wholesale

McGrory Glass

866/482-7374

800/522-2940

248/628-6733

www.jlmwholesale.com

800/220-3749

856/579-3232

www.mcgrory.com

800/254-3643

770/734-1560

412/826-2299

www.ppgideascapes.com

310/815-4990

www.switchlite.com

25

Precision Glass Bending

800/543-8796

800/543-8798
N/A

Pulp Studio Inc.

310/815-4999

www.kawneer.com

www.myglasstruck.com

770/497-3656

888/774-4332

www,igesolutions.com

856/863-6704

866/653-2278

56

www.glasweld.com

www.sunguardglass.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
PPG Industries Inc.

www.glasswerks.com

248/340-2111

8-9
66

www.fenzi-na.com

785/271-0166

IGE Glass Technologies Inc.

7

www.edtm.com

785/271-0208

541/388-1157

Guardian Industries

www.cardinalcorp.com

416/581-0700

800/321-2597

11

www.banom.com

www.oldcastlebe.com

www.e-bentglass.com

3

SAPA

877/710-7272

39

Strybuc Industries

800/352-0800

610/534-3201

SwarfBuster

248/274-1111

248/274-1111

www.swarfbuster.com

800/955-9551

678/838-6099

www.ykkap.com

47

Soft Tech America

1

Trulite Glass & Aluminum

C2

Western Window Systems

19

43

YKK/AP

954/568-3198

800/432-8132

602/304-2905

954/563-6116

954/724-9293

602/323-6144

www.sapagroup.com/NA

www.softtechnz.com
www.strybuc.com
www.trulite.com

www.westernws.com
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So To Speak
by Lyle R. Hill

I

picked the phone up as it finished
its third ring and immediately recognized the gravely voice on the
other end of the line. He has a voice
that is incredibly distinct and, once
you have heard it, you will never forget it. And for that matter, once you
have had an encounter of any kind
with Johnny “The Mooch” Rago, you
will never forget him either.
“Mooch,” I began, “it’s been awhile
since I have heard from you and I was
starting to worry. Is everything okay?”
This of course was not true … at
least not the worrying part. Johnny
“The Mooch” Rago did not acquire
the nickname that he has now carried
for the past 40 years by accident. And
worry about him? I am much more
worried about the people with whom
“The Mooch” comes into contact
than I would ever be about him.
“Well, Hill, I’ve been kinda pre-occupied, so to speak, and I haven’t always had a phone available so that’s
why I haven’t called.”
“Okay, Mooch. I think I understand,
but what can I do for you today?”
“I need your help with something,
Hill.”
“Let me hear it, Mooch.”
“Here’s the deal, Hill. I now have a
life coach and he is working with me
to make me more marketable, so to
speak, and he is really riding me hard
to improve myself but sometimes, I
get lost in the process, so to speak.”
“Slow down, Mooch. I’m still back on
the part about you have a life coach who
is trying to make you marketable. You’re
not actually looking for a job, are you?”
“Yes, I am, so to speak, and my life coach
thinks I can actually find one if I dress a
little better and can learn to talk better.
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And
that’s where
you come in, Hill.”
“My clothes won’t fit you,
Mooch. Not even close.”
“It’s the talking better part I need me. I don’t own a boat and, if I did,
your help on, Hill. You see, words don’t what kind of a job would I find there?”
“Yeah, I know, Mooch. I’m not sure
always seem to mean what I think
they mean anymore, so to speak. I just where it got started but I think it means
get a little confused is all.”
something that you should be good at
“Alright, Mooch. Give me an exam- … like when a batter gets a pitch that
ple of what you’re talking about here is in his wheelhouse, he should be able
and let’s see if I can help.”
to hit it.”
“Okay, Hill, take the word robust for
“That one makes no sense to me,
example. My life coach says I need to be- Hill, but another one that is kinda
come a robust advocate for my life situ- crazy is how everybody says at the
ation. I always thought the word robust end of the day this or at the end of the
had to do with how strong you made day that. What’s the end of the day, so
your coffee, so to speak, but now I hear to speak, got to do with anything?”
“This one’s kinda easy Mooch. It’s just
it used all the time by all kinds of people. Everyone seems to do everything the same as saying when all is said and
with robustness. What’s up with that?” done or when all the votes are counted or
“I know what you mean, Mooch. I something like that. These are all just
hear that one a lot too. It seems to be the
hot word of the day but what they really
continued on page 61
mean is that you gotta be assertive,
strong, energetic and maybe even a
bit aggressive in your approach.”
L y l e R . H i l l is the
“So why don’t they use those
managing director of Keytech
words and leave robust to the cofNorth America, a company
fee people, so to speak?”
providing research and
“I don’t know, Mooch. That’s a
technical services for the glass
good question, but it is what it is.
and metal industry. Hill has
What else you got?”
more than 40 years experience in the glass
“Well, my life coach says I need
and metal industry and can be reached at
to look for something in my wheellhill@glass.com. You can read his blog on
house and this one really confuses
Wednesdays at lyleblog.usglassmag.com.
www.usglassmag.com
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New Solarban R100 solar control, low-e glass.
A better glass for a better environment.
Clean lines. Clean look. Clean conscience. It’s a lot to expect from an ordinary piece of glass. Then
again, Solarban® R100 solar control, low-e glass is about as far from ordinary as you get – thanks to
a Solar Heat Gain Coefficient of .23 and a neutral-reflective appearance that lets your building put its
best face forward. And you’ll really be surprised by the extraordinary energy savings you can expect
with Solarban R100 glass. To get your copy of the white paper, go to ppgideascapes.com/SBr100.

Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification mark of MBDC.

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com
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INSIDE: The History of GANA’s Glass Tempering Division
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The Early Beginnings of the Glass Tempering
Association and the Safety Glazing Certification Council
Editor's note: The following is based
on a conversation with Norm Nitschke,
Robert Brown and Stanley Joehlin. An
excerpt of the conversation appears here.
Please visit www.usglassmag.com/digital and click on the July issue for the full
text of the interview.

T

hree retired industry pioneers,
Stanley Joehlin, Robert Brown
and Norm Nitschke, have shared
some of their recollections about the
early history of the Glass Tempering Association (GTA), the predecessor of the
present-day tempering division of the
Glass Association of North America
(GANA), as well as the beginning of the
Safety Glazing Certification Council
(SGCC), with USGlass magazine. What
follows is a summary of their recollection
about the early, formative days of what
today is the tempering division of GANA.
SJ: Norm, how did the GTA get is
initial start?
NN: We really need to start with the
early history of Permaglass. I met
Harold McMaster [founder of Permaglass and co-founder of Glasstech] in
1948, the year Permaglass was formed,
but it was 1951 before the company was
large enough to pay both our salaries.
That’s when I joined Harold as vice
president of engineering. In those early
days, we were looking to temper anything and everything to get our business started. One of the first markets
was in tempering small pieces of glass
used on the top of department store
counters. The annealed glass separators
used to separate small nickel-and-dime
items were always breaking so we provided an alternative. That became a
business. In fact, one of the original
Permaglass shareholders helped sell

glass to chain stores such as Woolworth
and J.C. Penney.
Television came along in the 1950s. We
started tempering glass for televisions
with 7-inch diameter sets and rapidly increased in size up to 15- to 16-inch sets.
We were able to add Dick Dooley, then
head of Admiral Corp., to the Permaglass
board of directors and he gave us an
entry to the television set manufacturers. By 1954-55 we were selling to Admiral, Magnavox, Motorola and others.
By that time, too, other people
learned enough about tempering to be
able to pass the Underwriters Laboratories (UL) safety tests—which was
quite an accomplishment in those early
days. As purchasing agents began pushing for lower prices, the idea to develop
a standard took shape as a way to gain
more acceptance of tempered glass for
use as a safety implosion plate in those
early TV sets. This became more important as the size of TVs increased.
The bigger the tube got, the more
glass flew into the room when the tube
imploded—which they invariably did
in those early days. Permaglass had
hired Bob Kohl as marketing manager,
and he, along with Sarah Levin of
Hamilton Glass, Gerard Kellick of
Chicago Dial and Tony Feldmeier of
Marsco, led the effort. By the end of
1958, Hordis Brothers Inc., Dearborn
Glass Co., Virginia Glass Products and
Eagle Convex also were involved.
One of the first things we did was
hunt up someone to help make the association go. We employed two women
in Chicago; Muriel Collie was hired as
an executive assistant …
BB: Minita Wescott was the other
one. She served as executive director.
NN: They set up meetings at airports,

mostly in Red Carpet rooms, and other
places we could get four or five people
together. We started an engineering
committee. Those early discussions
were all about standards for the TV implosion plates and other possible tempered glass markets.
SJ: So the first meetings of the initial
group of GTA members were in 1958?
NN: Yes. My files show the bylaws were
adopted May 22, 1958, and revised in
March of 1959. Not long after that our
membership grew and glass suppliers—
PPG, St. Gobain and LOF [now Pilkington]—began to send representatives.
By 1960 or 1961, Bob Kohl was
elected the first president and, I believe,
Tony Feldmeier was the first chair of the
Standards and Engineering Committee.
BB: Were Shatterproof Glass and
Hordis Brothers Glass involved at that
time?
NN: Yes, Shatterproof, represented by
John Hartman, was invited to join in
1960. Hordis Glass was a member back
in 1958.
SJ: Did you lead the first technical
efforts for Permaglass or did Mr. Kohl
do that?
NN: Kohl acted as president. I went
to all the meetings. We looked to Permaglass for anything in the engineering arena in those early years.
BB: What standards did you have, if
any? You mentioned Underwriters Lab
earlier.
NN: Well, if you were manufacturing
television sets, you had to have an UL’s
approval to be able to sell the set. From
a safety point of view, it primarily was
the impact test of the bezel (the frame
that held the glass in) and the tempered
glass itself. As I remember, a 2- or 3pound steel ball had to bounce off the
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Stanley Joehlin

glass from what seemed to be incredi- was the beginning of the technical com- came up over 15 feet with 7⁄32-inch sheet
mittee for those that were tempering?
ble heights for us at that time.
glass. We used 7⁄32-inch sheet because
NN: We had started in the automotive float was on its way but wasn’t there yet.
One of the problems the association
encountered involving the use of tem- business in 1957. Somehow I saw the Sheet was cheaper to buy.
pered glass in the television industry drawings of the 1957 Chrysler Imperial
BB: Maybe a little stronger, too, at the
was the discussion of acceptable testing that had curved sidelites—the first au- time, with a fire-polished surface …
methods. We had the opportunity to tomobile we had seen with curved
NN: That was the reasoning on our
help form UL’s opinion of what would be sidelites. At that time PPG and LOF were part. It took from 1957 to 1960 before
suitable for an implosion test
the states had agreed in
Being able to say to a company all
in their Chicago office.
their legislatures that temBB: Did you have any
that there would be no change in pered safety glass under the
guidelines from the Eurostandard could be used in
your structure, your regulators or Z26
peans for various uses, as
car sidelites.
compared to our domestic
Between the first trial and
your door was a big advantage.
practices at that time?
getting the Chrysler business,
—Norm Nitschke we supplied all of the StudeNN: They didn’t seem to
be as advanced as far as television im- working under a consent decree to set- baker Champion cars and a quarter of
plosion or cathode ray tube use of glass. tle a case with the government. I told the American Motors sidelites. (The
We ran a number of implosion tests by Harold that I thought, because of the backlites were already tempered.)
setting up the cathode ray tube and im- consent decree, we might be able to do
With General Motors’ support, Ohio
plosion plate in front of it, and snipping some work in tempered glass in auto- had a real campaign to keep laminated
off the back of the tube in the electronic mobiles without getting our glass sup- safety glass in the sidelites. The replacegun area. The tube would implode and ply from PPG or LOF cut off.
ment glass industry was a very large
We started looking at the require- business, and there were proposals in 14
the glass came out the front and back,
in all directions. We did several tests at ments of the Z26 Auto Glass Standard at state legislatures trying to outlaw temthe Underwriters’ lab in Chicago and that time. The early Z26 standard was pered glass in the sidelites. I was active
got some kind of an idea of what the written in 1933. Advertising literature of in Ohio, but Ford Motor and/or Chrysler
degree of temper had to be to keep the both PPG and LOF flatly stated that glass were active in all 14 states. Finally, in
glass from going out on the floor. When less than 1⁄4-inch thick could not be tem- 1960, General Motors decided it would
a larger tube (we got up to 16-, 18- or pered for automotive use. So the idea use tempered glass in their cars.
19-inch tubes) would implode, the evolved that maybe Permaglass could do
Being able to say to a company that
glass would go 30 feet into the room. It something less than 1⁄4-inch thick as an there would be no change in your strucwas a little disconcerting to implode entry into the automotive market.
ture, your regulators or your door was a
without an implosion plate.
I went down to our Payne, Ohio, plant big advantage. We could simply replace
The implosion plate business de- to make the test samples. I then took the laminated glass. (The laminated
creased rapidly when Kimball Division those 1-foot squares up to the Chrysler glass was constantly falling out of the
of Owens Corning developed a metal Glass Lab to Ernie Edge, their glass lab bars that were glued onto the bottom
retaining band which, when combined manager. We started dropping the 1⁄2- edge and needed a metal surround to
with a thick glass face, eliminated the pound ball. The requirement was to keep the glass from breaking every time
need for a separate implosion plate to drop it from 10 feet and bounce it off a door was slammed.) We could put
prevent glass from an imploding tube without breakage. The first piece of tempered glass in the same position if
from flying into the room.
glass that Ernie tested bounced off at 21 we went down below the belt line and
BB: Were you making automotive feet. They thought that was a fluke and drilled a few holes instead of trying to
tempered at that point in time? When decided to try a few more. We always grip it to hold it in the regulator. We did© 2012 USGlass magazine. 540/720-5584 All rights reserved.
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How Far
We’ve Come

n’t need the frame around the top. It
was almost certain that tempered glass
would be [sold] at a much lower price
than you would expect laminated glass
to be. That was the beginning of tempered glass in automobile sidelites. We
had to go to 48 states and get their approval for the product we were trying to
sell. They would test it under their recognized edition of Z26. I think you will
find Permaglass was the first in the
country to get approval in all 48 states
for 7⁄32-inch glass. We were also the first
in the country to get all 48 states to approve 3⁄16-inch glass. PPG beat us by
two or three days to get 1⁄8-inch glass to
pass the Z26 test.
During the early 1960s, the use of architectural safety glass grew gradually
and we joined the technical committee of
the Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association (AAMA) [not to be
confused with the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association] to promote
tempered glass for use in patio doors.
Permaglass had a plant down in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., and, about this time,
we helped form the national study
group to analyze injuries from patio
door glass. This came about when Bob
Kohl invited Bill White from the thenDepartment of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) of the federal government to stay at a house Permaglass had
in Ft. Lauderdale. We talked with him
about how we could get figures as to
how many glass accidents there were.
The study group included the National
Safety Council, HEW Department, as
well as representatives of the float glass
manufacturers, including PPG and LOF.
The late Don Vild, then with LOF, was active in this effort. I think the resulting
study disclosed that the AAMA was having problems with quality.
The association only had a proposed
quality requirement, but none in place
at that time. Everybody wanted to make
the frames for architectural doors and
windows lighter and lighter. Frank
Fitzgerald, then executive director of
AAMA, said what the group needed
was a quality control standard. AAMA

could make it a requirement of the organization that, in order to belong (the
association had 200 members at that
time), members would agree to adhere
to the control standards for the aluminum-gauge size.
Next, the type of safety glass came
into question. Permaglass helped organize the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) sectional committee
for architectural glass in 1962. I was the
chair of the drafting committee charged
with writing the standard for safety glass.
For the next two years, everybody wanted
approval. AFG [now AGC] wanted to have
wired glass approved; LOF wanted to
have laminated glass as an approved material; we wanted to see tempered glass
material approved; and then the plastics
people with acrylic bathtub enclosures,
etc., wanted to have that as a safety glazing. So we went from place to place and
showed the plans of what things we
would do as a committee. I remember a
visit to the LOF plant (in 1963, I think)
where the company was going demonstrate the car crash dummy system it had
developed together with General Motors.
On the way down to that meeting at the
East Toledo LOF Research Lab I made a
detour to an athletic store on Superior
Street in Toledo where I picked up a
punching bag. The Z26 test was not only
the ball test. A bag full of lead shot would
drop onto the glass to show impact from
a body in a car crash. While we were at
LOF I asked one of the company’s people
to cut a hole in the top of the punching
bag and fill it full of lead shot to see how
much it weighed.
The thought was, instead of carrying it
up a ladder to drop vertically as in the
Z26 test, if we could determine what kind
of impact this ought to be, maybe a simple pendulum test against the glass supported in the design frame might
reproduce the impact. That visit had to
be about 1963 when I was chair of the
committee. I think it had to be in 1965
when the next meeting of this ANSI standard committee for architectural glass
was held in New York. I remember
Fitzgerald and Bob McKinley, PPG’s tech-

nical services director for architectural
products, were stuck overhead in an airplane. While circling they had used a
slide rule to calculate how much energy a
14-year-old boy, weighing so much and
running full speed into a patio door,
would push into the glass.
So we had a starting point, but then
we thought that that was a pretty high
figure and it would not be likely that he
would hit it all at once anyway; he
would hit it with arms, elbows and
head. So we came up with a lower figure, which happened to be something
like this punching bag swinging on a
pendulum drawn up to about four feet
would produce.
This became the Standard.We had written into the standard that the tempered
glass was going to be one of the safety
products. ANSI asked if the GTA would
promote and sponsor a standard like that.
That led to the idea of a third-party
testing system in order to get all of the
companies to agree to have testing done
as an independent thing—not by a laminator, nor a temperer, nor wired glass
companies. Shortly after that, while I
was serving as the president of the GTA,
I got a call from Fitzgerald at an AAMA
meeting in Florida. He wanted to know
if GTA would sponsor the standard and
do the testing. I said yes, we would be
glad to do that. I said I didn’t think that
was the way it was going to be but we
would work with the association to get
the third-party test done. There were a
couple laboratories we had in mind that
might do the testing. One was down in
Florida—I don’t know if Bob Nance was
head of that lab at the time.
BB: Miami Testing Lab?
NN: Yes, Miami Testing Lab. If the lab
would be acceptable as an independent
third party, it could write up rules and
regulations about unannounced inspections and testing to this standard
and give its approval.
BB: The first two certification programs were the tempering association
program we called the GTA and the
Safety Glazing Industry (SGI) formed
through LOF and AFG and some of the
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BB: The last time I checked, PPG was
foreign suppliers who imported safety about that same time, or was that later?
NN: Well, by agreement with the pres- still in the third-party program. But
glass. Nance ran that program and ran
one of the approved testing labs that did ident of AAMA and me, as the president you’re exactly right, there was an issue
testing for the GTA program. SGCC had- of GTA, GTA’s program was presented to that came along about the testing inn’t formed at that time. There were two AAMA members requiring safety glass plant and self-certification and it lingers
existing certification programs and the meeting Z97.1 requirements to be in- yet today. SGCC put a rule in that any
SGI was done specifically to take care of stalled in all patio doors. And GTA time they came in and tested your prodthose who had specific needs because the agreed to sponsor a national certifica- uct, if it failed then the test was doing
original Z97 Standard covered only tion program as part of the Z97.1 spec- what it was supposed to do. If you haptransparent safety glazing materials. That ifications (this was in 1966 and 1967); pened to be the producer of the product
was the terminology and AFG, among this certification program eventually that wasn’t performing under the ranothers, had a lot of translucent or pat- became the SGCC and certified 95 per- dom sampling routine testing, it became
terned glass products, as did the plastic cent of all architectural safety glazing a blemish on your record caused by the
SGCC. When Norm was president, SGCC
companies. They wanted to be able to test used in the United States to-date.
required prepayment
that material so SGI, which
was the industry-controlled If your product performed you kept right of your fees up front.
was wise besponsored certification proon smiling, if it didn’t there were some That
cause nobody was
gram, was formed. SGI did
test translucent glass panels to
contingencies that permitted retesting going to go back and
pay an invoice that
the Z97 Standard but without
saying that it applied sort of under certain situations at an extra cost. was due for services
ignored the transparent lan—Bob Brown having been rendered
if their product didn’t
guage originally in the GTA
BB: SGI and GTA coexisted but those perform to the standard to which it was
program. This oversight in the development of the Z97.1 standard came up two certification programs had an being tested. That was done early on and
from time to time while the two certifi- awful lot of overlap. My employer, for there were some people who growled,
cation programs coexisted. This pre- one, was in both programs; there were but for the SGCC during Norm’s years
and my years with it, if you were in the
vented the testing of bath products, others as well.
So it wasn’t long after the first stan- club you paid up front. If your product
which of course were among the most
popular uses of safety glass. In addition dard got published that those two cer- performed you kept right on smiling, if it
to the patio doors, they needed to test tification programs were merged. PPG didn’t there were some contingencies
translucent glass. I recall that those two was a large supporter of the merger; it that permitted retesting under certain
programs, SGI and the GTA, ultimately made sense to them even though they situations at an extra cost. Failure cerweren’t heavily involved in translucent tainly became an undesirable situation
married to form SGCC.
NN: I think it was a combination of glasses or pattern glasses. It made fi- to have experienced in front of your
Fitzgerald promoting with the architec- nancial sense to the people who were peers. Information about failure was
tural
aluminum
manufacturers trying to participate in both certifica- confidential and limited to the board
and the administrator of the program
[through AAMA] and GTA agreeing to tion programs.
NN: As I remember, almost every- (Nance when SGCC originally formed,
help with the SGCC. I was the first president and I stayed there seven years, body agreed to unannounced testing by and now John Kent). The membership
Nance’s laboratory in the beginning. He would get the information that there had
from 1969 to 1976.
SJ: So then in the time frame, the first came out with the reports. When some- been a failure with a number. Each indibody failed, they failed. There were pro- vidual product number of SGCC was
Z97 Standard was issued …
visions for retesting. I think they would unique; once it was decertified or reBB: … in 1966, I believe.
NN: Well, it was approved by AAMA come in, mark the glass from the pro- moved from certification voluntarily,
in 1965 because we had a meeting in duction line and take it back to Nance’s that number was never to be reissued.
Norm, it’s amazing the accomplishlab for testing.
Las Vegas and I was there.
ments you’ve had and some of your peoBB: That’s correct.
BB: Then it took a while for what they
NN: I think, later, LOF, and maybe ple that I’ve been privileged to know in
called the Board of Standards review from
ANSI to say the group would publish it. PPG, thought they were big enough the industry. It’s been a real gift that I had
The first one I saw was the USA Standard they ought to be able to self-certify. I a chance to know you and work with you
don’t know how many people self-cer- in the various associations we’ve been in
Z97.l, and it came out in early 1966.
and with many of your colleagues. ■
SJ: And the SGCC initial formation was tify now.
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